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PREFACE
The piLPpose of this paper is to attenpt

to dis

cover til© true place and iï^ortanc© of Pierre Wibaux In
the cattle industry of Eastern Montançi and Western Worth
Dakota and to study the methods he used in making a for
tune in bonanza ranching on the Little Missouri slope*
A more accurate pictm^e might have been presented
had the necessary research been carried on thirty years
ago

many of Wibaux* s contemporaries were still living.

The attempt to secure the facts at this late date has neces
sitated the tedious reading of hundreds of partes of news
papers covering the years from 1085 to 1913, a study of
county records of the same period, an attempt to locate
interviews of Wibaux* s conteigporaries as made by earlier
research students, and the task of finding men wlio knew
Wibaux during his years in Montana and securing statements
from them in regard to the man and his work, a task which
invariably proved to be very pleasantFor aid in the preparation of this paper I am es
pecially indebted to Mr* Ray H. Mattison, historian of the
Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, for the use of
material collected by him, to the State Historical Society
of Montana and the North Dakota State Historical Society
for making their collections available for

use, to the

Dawson County Review Publishing Company and the Glendive

11.
Gity Library, both of Glendive, Montana, for allowing me to
make a conç>lete perusal of their newspaper files, to the
cotmty officials of Billings Coun^, North Dakota, and Ous
ter County, Montana, who cooperated to the fullest possible
extent in aiding me in the use of their records, to Mr*
Wallace Scott of Wibaux, Montana, who m a d e his material
available for sgr use, to Dr. Paul G. Phillips, Professor of
History at Montana State University, under whose able guid
ance ^this paper was prepared, and to the old timers of
Eastern Montana and Western North Dakota who so patiently
answered the many questions which I asked while collecting
the information used In producing this thesis.

IW^mODÜGTIGN
The great cattle industry of the îîorthvrest during
the period from 1875 to 1900, often spoken of as the pe
riod of the beef bmmnza, has furnished subject matter of
interest to students of the area for the last half century,
but too often the resultant writing has taken on the aspect
of the scenario of the western movie, colored with the fan
tasy of rom&nce made glamorous by its plcturesqueness, the
only limitation being IsgDoaed by the amount of imagination
possessed by the writer*

Of all the tales which have been

told, few have imparted any real knowledge of the business
realities which the rancher Imd to face, the courage neces
sary to overcome reversals, and the element of chance which
pervaded the business

of making large scale ranching pro

fitable*
The story of Pierre Wibaux, who became the largest
and wealthiest individual cattle owner in America and then
went on to become a figure of importance in financial cir
cles, may well be used to illustrate the problems faced
and the methods used by the successful rsLncher in overcom
ing unfavorable conditions*

During his period on the range

in Eastern Montana and Western Horth Dakota many fortunes
were wrecked due to ineaqjerience or lack of judgment, while
other investments, cared for by men of the calibre of w'ibaux, prudent, sagacious, willing to take a gamble if the
odds were favorable, were built into fortunes.

Probably

2.
tills may be best expreesecL in the words of a newspaper
article written at the turn of the century.
^Throughout the range district of the Northwest, no
name is more familiar than that of Pieire Wibaux, the
millionaire cattle king of Eastern Montana. There was
a time In the somewhat recent history of range stock
growing in the Northwest when so-called cattle kings
wore plenty. During the boom enjoyed by the industry
in the early *80* s, the title was liberally bestowed;
somewhat too liberally, as was demonstrated when so
many of the bovine royalty went to the wall after the
hard winter of 1886-7, but among the few who emerged
from the disaster referred to with all standards fly
ing was Pierre Wibaux.
*Wibaux*s luck,’ they called
it, but those acquainted with the man and his methods
knew that it was simply a ease of rare business Judg
ment coupled with an indomitable will power and the
courage of convictions, all attributes of the kind of
royalty that in all ages, and under all conditions, has
made history.”^

^ Illustrated and Eistorical Edition, The Yellowstone
Journal, Miles City, Montana, Sept. 27, 1900, p. SOl

CHAPTER
PIERRE ..WIBAUX’S

I,

EUROPEAN

BACKGROÜÎID

In order that tîie character of Pierre v?lb aux may be
better understood, it is necessary to first make some study
of the European b&elqground from which he came.
Pierre Wibaux was b o m in Houbaix, Franco, on January
12, 1850.

His parents belonged to families of the highest

commercial and industrial distinction in France, having been
extensively interested in cotton mills, woolen mills, and
dyeing works from the year 1810.^

As it was Intended that

he should follow in the footsteps of his fatlier, Pierre was
given an excellent education of a literary nature which was
followed by technical training to fit rim for the manufac
turing industry.^

He left college at the age of eigjiteen

to enlist in tlie Dragoons, as was cu stomary with the young
men of ^?ance at that time, but at the end of a year* a ser
vice he retained to his îiome in Roubaix.^
During the next two or three years Pierre travelled
widely in Europe and became familiar with the various na
tions, their languages, and their customs

Considering

his backgrmr^d and the wishes of his family, we may assume
^

Glwidive (Montana) Independent, June 20, 1896.

^ Helen Fitzgerald Sanders, A Elstory of Montana
(Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Cor-pany, 191^1%
2, p. 1251,
3 The Glendive (Montana) Independent, Jime 20, 1896
4 Ibid

4.
that he made an investigation of methods ei!ç>loyed in the
textile industry in those countries lAiieh he visited*
On his return it was decided that Pierre should be
sm%t on a two year tour of inspection of the manufacturing
districts of &iglandf where he was to study and investigate
Ihgllsh methods and machinery.

Evidently he had already

demonstrated that he was the poasessor of an unusually
brilliant mind as Pierre was chosen fVom a family which in
cluded at least two other boys*^
This mission to England proved In two ways to have
a strong bearing on Wibaux’s later life:

it was there

that he met Mary Ellen (Nellie) Cooper, later to become
Mrs. Wibaux, and it was also there that he learned from
Ehgllsh families who had sons engaged in the cattle business
in Americ^ of the wonderful opportunities to be found in the
range stock industry of the great Morthwest.®
^ By the terms of his will, which is on file in the
Custer County Court House, Miles City, Montana, Wibaux made
bequests to the sons of two of his brothers, Joseph and
Reaie Wibaux. There is no evidence available to indicate
which was the oldest.
® Background for tiiis point is well provided by
Lewis F- Crawford, long time resident of Western North
Dakota and Secretary of the North Dakota State Historical
Society, a student of the rar^e cattle industry, in his
History of North ^ u ^ t a (Chicago s American Historical
Society,"?nc., 19^1), V. 1, p. 496, as followsî
"While in Pkigland he met a number of men who had
sons on riches in America, especially in Texas. It
must be remembered that the textile industry in ^ g l a n d
during the perlof of the Civil War had been carried on
largely fx*om cotton obtained from southein states, \7hen
the Union gunboats effectually established a blockade
against southern cotton, that part of Hn^land which de-

5.
ündotabtedly the picture that was painted, for Pierre
was o t a very rosy hue as It was then thought that the pro
cedure In ranching was merely to turn a herd of cattle
loose on the prairie, select from it ea<^ year that part
of the natural increase which was ready for market, and en
joy the annual income which would be forthcoming from the
business with little or no risk involve.
Pierre was naturally of an adventurous ter^erament,
as is well illustrated by his later life, and was ambitious
to make his own mark in the world.

He was not attracted by

the idea of remaining in Roubaix and living off the industry
which had been built by his grandfather and father before
him.

In 1882 he decided to go to the United States and

Investigate the stories he had heard of how cattle, through
the medium of prairie grass, might be turned into gold.
When Pierre announced his plans to his family he
pended upon the textile «dlls for their livelihood,
felt very hostile toward the Union forces and espoused
quite strongly the Confederate cause* When the war
closed, Texas was prostrate* Cattle were worth nothing
and there was no capital to finance the cattle industry*
Many sons of English capl tailsts, not a few being of
noble families, came to Texas to take a venture in the
stock business, which accorded very closely with their
sporting blood. It was among the fathers of this class
in the textile centers that Wibaux got his first desire
to COB» to America* He had heard that the great North
west country was being opened and that Texas cattle
were finding their way thither. IIo at once developed
a strong inclination to go to America and he definitely
decided on his return to France not to settle dovm in
the textile industry as his father desired he shovid.”

6.
met with. stz*ong opposition on the part of his father who
had hoped that Pierre would take his place, along with his
brothers, in conducting the textile business which liad
been in the hands of the family for over seventy years*
After persistent and prolonged pleading the father, in a
fit of teinper, gave him $10,000 and told him that this sum
was the last he would get and that henceforth he would
have to shift for himself

^ Ibid.. p. 496.

A l t h tm ^ Mrs* Sanders, o£. clt., p. 1251, states
that with his brothers he owneH^the immense textile manu—
facturing business eatablished in Roubaix, France, by their
grandfather,” there is no evldmace to indicate that Wibaux
retained an interest in the business, and his will, written
on January Ô, 1912, fails to mention any property in Prance.
Papers In the files of the Custer County, Montana, Court
House include a certificate dated in 1921 which states that
Rene Jules Joseph Wibaux was at that time a retired manu
facturer and a Knight of the legion of Honor* He was a
brother of Pierre V/lbaux.
Another certificate states that Daniel Pierre Edouard
Achille Wibaux, Pierre* s n^hev, was a manufacturer living
at Roubaix. His birth certificate shows he was the son of
Joseph Albert Wibaux, a manufacturer of Roubaix.
The above would indicate that the firm, remained in
the hands of the two brothers and their heirs, but there is
no evidence to- indicate that Pi«?re Wibaux exercised any
control over it*

CHAPTER
CHOOSIWG

THE

II.
RANCH

SITE

It ia diffieult at this time to see\ii*e the Tacts in
rëgard to V7ibaux’s actions during the following year, espe
cially as to the clroumstances which caused him to locate
on Beaver Creek in Eastern Montana.
A'study of available evidence indicates that on his
arrival in the United States Wibaux went directly to Chiwhere the meat packing industry was then becoming
centered.

His thoroughness and good judgment suggested

that before he began to buy stock for his own range he
should know more about the range cattle business— what
class of stock was favored most in the liiarket, how to guess
aoouyately on weight and age, and other similar itéras which
would make him a good judge of cattle.

This information

was derived principally be spending' a fev/ weeks in the C}iicago stockyards, watching and studying the daily transac
tions and making mental notes of those facts uiich would
be likely to prove of value l a t e r W i b a u x probably also
felt that in Chicago there would be an opportunity to lis
ten to the talk of those who had accoEÇ)anied the cattle
shipments to market-

From this he might l e a m of locations

Montana Homeseeker, Helena, Montana, Sept., 1906.
This was a magazine phtlisired in the first decade of the
present century to attract settlers to Montana.
Essentially the same story is told in biographical
sketches which appear In The Glendive_ (Montana) ^dependent,
June 20, 1896, The Yellowstone Journal, î.iiles City, Montana,
Sept. 27, 1900, p. ^9, Zanders, op. cit., p. 1251, and
Crawford, o£. pit., pp. 496—7.

8.
where conditions existed which were favorable to livestock
production and which were still open to newcomers to the
ranching buelness*
While In Chicago ïï'ihaux zaot the Marquis de Mores,
also a native of France*

The Marquis had b e ^ working In

his father-*iri—law*s bank In New York City until his imag
ination caught fire as a result of stories told him by his
cousin. Count Pita-James, who had hunted in the Bad Lands
region.

De Mores came to Western North Dakota, founded

Medora, the future site of his packing plant, and returned
to Chicago.

Wibaux accompanied De Moi*es on the Marquis»

return to the Bad Lands in either April or May, 1883.^
Some have claimed that Wibaux came directly to
Eastern Montana and chose his ranch site before going to
Chicago to study the livestock Industry. However there
must have been some factor which Influenced his choice of
that area. The above deduction would give a reason for îiis
selection of the state line area.
It has also been claimed that De Mores and Wibaux
did not msèt until after they were both living in the
valley of the Little Misstmrl. The opinion expressed above
la based on the following:
The Wibaux (Montana) Pioneer, March 28, 1913, states
in Wibaux’s olbituary that he ICirst went to Chicago and
spent a period of time around the stockyards and that "After
thus aequirlag a knowle Ige wl ich would enable him to judge
the qualities of cattle he came west and located on Beaver
creek, in Dawson county, . . . "
The Glendive (Montana) Independent, June 20, 1896,
states that Witaux arrived in the Bad Lands region with the
Marquis de Mores and, after looking over the area carefully,
decided to locate in the Beaver Valley.
Crwwford, op» cit.,
49?, wrote that V/ibaux first
took up rosidence^TCh.Chicago and while there "he met Marquis
de Mores, w 1k > was planning to engage in the slaugtitering

9.
In the Montana Hocteaeckor Wibaxix is quoted as saying,
"When I settled in that coimtry it was only after
inspecting almost every part of this section* It was
at a time when there were very few settlers, so it was
a very easy matter to pick out a good location* I
picked out what I considered at that time the finest
natural location for a ranch in all of eastern Montana
and since thœi I have travelled over the northwest a
good deal and have never found a better one*"®
Time demonstrated that Pierre Wibaux made a wise
choice when he selected the Beaver Valley as the site
his ranch*

for

Both the topography and the vegetation of this

locale favored the livestock Industry.

The deep draws and

coulees of the area offered a place where tlic cattle could
seek protection from the storms which swept the plains*
In exceptionally dry years when the creeks ceased to run
the aprln^fed holes always contained water*

Thickets of

buffalo berry and chokecherry bushes, ash, plum, box elder,
and cottonwood trees, as well as various kinds of brush.
business at Me<tora*^ It was this acquaintance that led to
Wibaux’s coming to North Dakota and Montana - . . *"
This is supported by a letter from A. I!. Baird, of
Beaver Creak, which appeared in the Glendive {Montana)
Times, June 2, 1885, which said, "Cur latest arrivals arc
two distinguished Frsncijmen, the Marquis de Mores and
friend, . * ."
The issue of the same paper for June 30, 1883, coit>ment3 that "Grisy & Wibaux propose putting in 10,000 head
(of cattle) on Beaver creek*"
The information used in regmrd to the Marquis de
Mores is taken fron Arnold 0. Goplen, "The Career of Mar
quis De Mores in the Badlands of North I^kota, " reprinted
from North Dakota History, (Bismarck: State Historical
Society of ïfortîi Dakota, 1946), V. 13, Ho* 1 and 2, JanuaryApril, 1946, pp* 10-11* Mr* Goplen v/as formerly the Senior
Ptoreraan Historian for the National Park Service.
^ Montana Romeaeeker, Hel^ia, Montana, Sept* 1906*

10.
provided a natural alielter for tlie stock, and siiarp buttes
lielped to break tîie force of the cold winter winds.

Graz

ing v/as good during all months of the year as the native
prairie grass ripens early and cures v/hile it is still
standing, thus retaining its food value so that it is as

,,

good as hay when eaten by the cattle in the middle of the
winter,
Possibly it is appropriate to insert here a flowery
effervescence written by an unnamed biographer of Pierre
Wibaux.
"The hig^iost product of the old world civilization
Iriavijag turned his back upon the pleasures of a gay and
promising life in the capitals of Europe, surrounded
with all that wealth could supply or artistic skill
oould fashion for his comfort, deliberately chose to
live on the wild llanos of America; to burrow in a
•dug-out^, to rear and traffic in cattle, to consort
with rang© riders and cow boys. ^That reck^ he! the
great soul-does not sell its greatness— does not ask
to dine nicely or sleep warm. He exalts in his choice
for the freedom it gives, the independ«ac© it assures,
the spice of adventure it supplies and the hope of
fortune it holds out

4

Handers, ojg^. cit., p. 1251.
Thomas Rush, one of the earliest settlers in the
Beaver Valley, stated in an interview with ’.«allace Hcott on
June 20, 1936, that he showed Wibaux the location which was
chosen for the site of the ranch.
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Daring his first months on the ranch site Wlbaxix
contented himself with living in a dngcut as he desired
to spend all his available capital in the expansion of his
ranch holdings.

The next year, 1884, was to have been

marked by the erection of a large dwelling with as many
eonvenlences as It was possible to have on the frontier.
But, as all funds were needed in making additions to the
herd, a small log cabin with a sod roof was built that
spring in place of a mansion.^
I

Late In 1883 Wibaux had returned to Prance, married,
and secured the capital heoessary to increase his holdings.^
The Y elj^ws tone Journal, Miles City, Montana,
Sept. 27, l90W,' THè ëT^dlvC Wontana) Independent, June 20,
1896, and the M o n E ^ a Mojesseeker, Sept «7 T9vd, are all in
essential agreement on Eij,e above facts.
^
Glendive (S&Jntana) Times, Dec. 8, 1883, states
that Mri WA)Qt5E '""'has 'gmà# to Europe to spend the winter and
will bring a T^rlde back with him In the spring. «
The same p^er, in the issue of March 5, 1884, tells
of the wedding*

r

“Pierre Wibaux# the g ^ l a l peu*tner of Gus Grisy, was
married Thursday of this weel^ at Dover, England, and
will shortly sail with his bride for this country.
They expect to reach Beaver, their future place of
resldrnice in about six weeks.”

The same publication contains the following item in
the issue for April 26, 1884s
"Mr ?i***re Wibaux, of the firm of Grisy & Wibaux,
is expected here this month, he has been spending the
winter in A w s c e and England and was gallant enough to
win and capture one of England* s fairest daughters who
will accompany him to this place.”

12.
Mr. and Mrs. Wibaux arrived in Montana in May, 1884, and
plans wex*s izamediately mads for starting construction of
the new ranch house on Beaver Creek, about twelve miles
north of the town of Wibaux, and it was only a short time
before the work was begun.^
A reporter from The Glendive Times visited the Grisy
& #itmux ranch in August, 1884, and found that work on the
Wibaux house was proceeding quite rapidly.

In describing

the home he wrote,
“This residence, which is now in the course of con
struction has stone foundations and a cellar under
nearly the whole building. The cellar is divided into
several coi^artmimts, one of which the Times reporter
has an eye on, viz: the wine cellar. This residence
is situated in the middle of a grove which at a great
outlay has been cut into avenues, leveled up and all
the underbrush cleared away, making it exceptionally
pleasant. As will be seen by the ground plan the
building is quite extensive, and from thé plans we saw
it will be very handsome in appearance. Mr. Wibaux is
using extra exertions to make it in ’every way as con
venient and as comfortable as possible. • •
Gleudive (Montana) Times, May SI, 1884, con
tains a news arbicle which states that "Mr. Wibaux will
build a $4,(X30 house at his ranch t%i miles down the
Beaver. He also has five Prœich servants who followed him
from France, they having arrived this week." Among the
latter were Mr. and Mrs. Jules Aceart, the former serving
as gardener and the latter as lady-in-waiting to Mrs.
Wibaux. Their descimdants still live in Wibaux County.
The issue for April 19, 1885, shows that work on
the house was nwu^ing completion. "Ed Davis secured the
contract for painting and papering Pierre Wibaux's mansion
in the Beaver valley, and left the first of the week to do
the work.** Mr* and Mrs. Wibaux probably moved into the
oonqileted residence some time in the early summer of 1885.
4

The Glendiye (Montana) Times. Aug. 30, 1884.
The following ground plan is that mentioned in the item

13.
The nmr home had not heen completed by, the end of
the year and one of the most common stories told of Mr- and
Mbps. Wibaux is tliat of their first Christmas dinner in
Montana which was eaten in the little fourteen by sixteen
foot log shaek»^
quoted above.
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This stea^ first appeared in print In
Yellow
stone Journal3 Miles City, î^ntana. Sept* 27, iSTdO, 'p*
**Her© in a room whose muslin ceiling scarcely allowed
tltm broad»*shouldered and athletic husband to stand xxp^

rl^ht, with rats scalering and squealing everywhere and
with the malting snow trickling
gaps in the sod
roof , the first Christmas dinner was served and eaten by
the newly married couple in all the ponp and circumstanee of evening dress, Mrs* Wibaux* appearing in a
strlotly modish Paris gown, while Monsieur sat at the
other side of the table in faultless black and white.
It was an e v ^ t that is fondly cherished in the memory
of the participants, for, while in later years, when the
•big house* did come and there were servants galore and
a eellar stocked with the rarest and best of liquors,
ceremonial service at meals was the regular order, there
was aomethlog so widely incongruous in the surroundings

14,
pF&e'tieally all the ranch hnildin^rs at that time
were built o t logs or sod^ but the home built by '«Vibaux
was made of limiber and painted white*.

Because of this It

became widely known as the "Whit© House»"

The best de

scription of the place as cos^leted is that by Bertha
KuhUy who spent many years of her life in the vicinity*
"The White House was a coi^ination of the colonial
and local in
a longy one*— story structure 80 by
36# Af the front or uorth side was the low—roofed
perahy eharactaristie of the ranch housoy but usually
added with a view to utility only# But this was one
of many ranch houses whdeh gave the îîïç>rôsslon of
having been planned and built by on© who enjoyed the
outside as well as the inside of his home# It is

of this first Christmas dinner, and yet withal the
aonditione were so happy, that its memory will always
be fresh and pleasant to the adventuroua celebrants.”
;• -A.news item in The C-len«^ve (vÆontana) Times# Kov# 22,
1884» raises a question as to theauthenticity ol* this story,
"Pierre Wibaux informs us that he expects to be
established in his new residence in about ten days# He
has the finest residence in Dawson county, built in the
beat possible Emnner for convenience, elef*ance and coi3>*
fort, surrounded by a grove through which avmiues liav©
been cut# It is an elegant place in a very fine situa
tion#®
Either-Mr# Wibaux was overly optiristic, the dinner
referred to was that of Thanksgiving or soiro other holiday,
or else t)w ©ora^nly accepted story is not baaed on fact.
Evidence previously presented (footnote 3, page 12) indi
cates that Wibaux erred in his belief they would be in the
White House by December, 1884.
Thomas Llhen, who worked for Wibaux in the 1890 *a,
stated that M* .
Bendon had the contract for building the
Whit© House# There is no other available evidence on the
subject# There is no question but that it was the best
built home and one of the most beautiful to be found in
the state line sirea at that tisu*.
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evident tHat the Whit© Bouse was hullt primarily for a
hoaw Ÿ . . .
rcKUQS o t the White House were large, with laigh
cellli^s and elahorately designed woodwork and wall
paper. In the sitting room was a cosy fireplace, and
the house also possessed a billiard and wine room for
the amusement of cowboys and ranchers from far and
near. Water for use in the house and the large
lawn in front was piped from the windmill tank by the
bax*n. In the wash room one of the large sandstones
peculiar to that region had been very cleverly utilized
for a sink. This sink was about four feet long by two
and one—half feet wide and six or eight inches thick.
The center was carefully hollowed out, and holes
drilled for faucets* The result was unique, yet evi
dently quite practical.
"The %%iite House was the residence of the Wibaux
family only. The foreman lived in a liouse, some rods
distant, near the road. A high fmice added to the
84M#uslon of the Wibaux home which was set far back in
the trees on the creek bank*"®
Nearby was an enclosed garden with a windmill and a tool
house.

H&e superintendent’s home was about two hundred

yards to the rear, and near it were the stables, which were
built of stone quarried on the ranch and decorated with
buffalo heads picked up on the bench above the valley-'^

In

addition to #iese buildings there were near at hand a bunk
house for the cow hands, a wagon shed, a blacksmith shop.
6
Bertha Kuhn, "The #-Bar Eanch on the Missouri
Slope," Col1ections of the state Historical Society (Grand,
Porks:
'l>aScbta’
~State lïXstorlcstï Éoo^jLety, 1925),
Vol. V, pp. 163-4.
The White House was built at such a low elevation
that it was often flooded by Beaver Greek during the high
water level of the spring run-off. An ice jam in 1900
caused extensive dagmge to most of the furnishings.
After Wibaux disposed of his holdin*AS in the area
the house was unoccupied for several years, and in 1913 it
was destroyed by fire.
^ A news item in The Glendive (Montana) Times,
Sept. 6, 1884, states "Robert I^insdale came up from Min
gus ville this week. He has the contract for building a
stone stable 35 x 67, for Pierre Wibaux.”
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grazi&rles, a root cellar,

corrals, and all tbeother io*

prov«nents necessary to a large ranch*®
As< the ranch house was about twelve miles from Min—
guaville, the present town of /ibaux, and as much of Wi
baux's business was transacted in town, sometime in the
middle 1880 *s he had an office building erected in the
village with a sleeping room, a large kitchen, and quar**-

ters for the caretaker*

This place became

Park, " largely because of

known as "The

the way in which the yard was

landscaped and maintained*
"The grounds surrounding the office building are
large, handsomely kept and constantly under improve
ment» An elevated tank filled by a windr-ill, supplies
all the water needed for Irrigation and for the main
tenance of two artificial ponds, in one of which,
nearest the house, there is a picturesque rrotto,
formed of immense chunks of many-colored scoria from
the bad lands, and in the center of the pool a little
Ou^id directs the spray of a tiny fountain* A vel
vety lawn stretches av/ay in all directions, and on two
sides of the grounds a continuous arbor, covered with
creeping vines, affords the shade and comfort that
agrees so well with aumaer drinks the concomitants of
which are readily found in the well stocked cellar*"^
A* Buchanan, "litressions of a Tenderfoot," Mon*
tan# Homegeekor, Helena, Montana, Sept *, 1906.
remains at the ranch site except the grove
and the stone stable which, with the exception of the roof,
which has deteriorated rather badly, looks as though it is
as strong as when it was built sixty— six years ago. It is
still in use*
® The Yellpv/st<me Journal, H i e s City. Montana.
Sept. 87,’T[^d?57W^Bu------ ---This building, now used as a dwelling, stands south
of the depot ar^ between the business section and Beaver
Creek* It originally faced north, but in 1905 U. A. Orgain,
a Wibaux merclient, purchased the property and roved the
building to the rear, swinging one end around so that it
noTVfaces west* All traces ox the landscaping are now gone.
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The White House was virtually unoccupied after
1899*

Cyril^ the only child horn to Pierre and î^iy Ellen

Wibaux, was educated at home and by tutors until that time.
As his parents felt he should he given a thorough business
education and then serve a few years in the Frwich ar»y,
Mr. Wibaux leased a suite of rooms in a fashionable quar
ter of Paris which Mrs. Wibaux and Cyril moved into in
1899 and where they were still living in 1913.^®
with the exception of some of the trees. The marble stat
ues, which at one time graced The Park, have become scat
tered. A search will still reveal a few of them in the
town.
Illustrative of Pierre ‘
Wihaux* s efforts to make
the place beautiful are two items from The Glendive (Mon
tana) Independent.
“An aermotor wind mill is being erected in the yard
of Pierre V/lbaux’s office* Trees are also being set
out and next spring the place will blossom like a
rose.** (Hov. 4, 1893.)
**Mr. Wibaux has made many improvement a to his hand
some resort in this town in the past year. Mr. Wibaux* s
park promises to be the most pleasli^ resort between
here and St. Paul.** (Hov. 4, 1899.)
Qua Sommerfeldt served as caretaker of this property
for many years. His descendants still reside in the vicinity
of Wibaux.
Clcudive (Montana) ‘"iiaes, Sept. 26, 1885.
"WIBAUX— On the 2& inst. to Mr- anBPSrs. Wibaux of the
Beaver Valley, A son."
It has been claimed tliat Cyril Wibaux was b o m in
France. He was b o m at the V/liite House, as indicated above.
Mrs. Wibaux was cared for by Mrs. Armstrong, a nurse of Bis
marck and mother of G. O. Armstrong who was employed as a
hand on the W Ranch at the time. (C. O. Armstrong interview.)
Pile 639— In the Hatter of the Estate of Pierre Wi
baux, Custer County Court House, Miles City, Montana. Docu
ment 19, a Petition for Family Allowance, Feb. 19, 1914,
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statuas tliat during thie life of Wllaaax liis •gridow and son
had resldenee In Paris so that the latter might have ad
vantages in education and training not available in Mon
tana. Wibaux insisted the home be maintained in the most
select part of Paris# and Mrs. Wibaux had a long term
lease on the home. The admlnlstrator^ C. W. Butler,
re commended an allowance of #1200 monthly for the purpose
of Qontinulng the maintenance of this residence^ and the
court aeeeded.
K. P. Yaden, In an interview by Wallace Scott,
July 21, 19S6, stated that Jorda%%, a land agent, took
Pierre Wibaux out to his old ranch about 1909# Wibaux
looked around, saw the land cross-fenced and plowed and
said, “Pleas© take me back. This looks loore like a grave—
yard than my old home."

THE

GRISY-WIBAUX

PARTÎÎERSHIP

A chapter In the Wlbaiix story which has been quite
gener&Xly f*or;?otten Is that dealing with his partnership
In the stock business with Gus Grlsy, who was also of
French origin*

^^Ixabst the only remaining evidence of this

partnership Is fçnnâ in conteisporary newspapers and.they
tell nothing of Its origin*

Possibly It was foriaed because

of the small amoiknt of capital which Wibaux had when he
arrived in the range country.

The first Indication we have

of the partnership Is Its mention. In a news Item In The
Glendlve (Montana) Timess

"Grisy & Wibaux propose putting

In 10,000 head orl Beaver creek.
Thci Glendlve (Montana) Times. June 30, 1885.
The next issue of the same paper, July 7, 1883, con
tains the following advertisements
Take Notice
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned have
taken and claimed one range ten miles, and one range twentyfive miles below MoOlellan station, on Beaver creek*
Grlsy & Wibaux
The firri Is mentioned again in the Issue of July 14,
1883, which states that "Grlsy^a & Wibaux’s brand adver
tisement appears in our stock coluim this week* This firm
is an extensive one and are grazing a large lot of cattle
over on the Beaver.**
The stock column of the same Issue contains the
following:
Grlsy & Wibaux

Range--Beaver creek, ten miles froii the track to
Its outlet.
Address— Keith, P. O. Montana.
Birand--same as above on right side.
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A reporter for The Glendlve Times travelled t h r o u ^
the Beaver Valley In the fall of 188S and wrote, after
leaving a neighboring ranch, that
**A ride of three miles through an interesting and
excellent portion of the v a l l ^ brings us to the stock
ranch of ®rlsy & Wibaux.
have a substantial and
comfortable ranch building, very large corral and sev
eral stacks of hay. We do not think that a better
stock range can. be found than that selected by these
gmitlèasen. A conversation with these gentlemen elic
ited their opinion of the country. Men could not be
more delisted than they with the country, its topographgr, its advantages as a stock country, and its
remarkable climate. Both blessed the fate that guided
them to Montana, and neither expressed the least regret
about leaving the sUnny climate of Prance. They left
the gayest country in the world to go to the new, the
unknown west, and now they emphatically assert that
they never felt nor enjoyed life as well as now. Next
season they will add 2,000 heifers to their herd and
will centime adding stock every year. Mr- Grisy and
Mr.'Wibaux will both be married this winter and will
bring their brides from Europe to reside here. In
the spring they will build a large, what in this coun
try, would be conaiderod a palatial residence, in the
vicinity of their present h#6dquarters. Aside from
the natural advantages of the valley it is specially
favored with as intelligent, industrdous, social and
enterprising class of aettl%RB as can be found in any
country.*'*
During the years of 1883 and 1884 tlie f lima of Grisy
and Wibaux apparently prospered and, with expansion in
mind, it purchased quite a nuiiber of young cattle and some
well-bred hoMtes.^

^ % e Glendive (Montana) Times, Hov- 3, 1883.
s
The following news items from The Gl^dive (Itorvtana) Times indicate the firm was making a serious effort
to eriaS^e^its operations :
"There will be three thousand head of young cattle

o

In the fall of 1884, however, the partnership was
diseolved with Wibaux taking over complete ownership of
the ranch and assuming all Its current liabilities.^
#hl]pp#d here next month by Grlsy & Wibaux, and Rowe, Par
ker & Co." (April 26, 1884.)
"Ole Berg, Messrs. Grisy & Wibaux* a foreman will
leave for the east In a few days to take charge of 1,500
head of yoimg cattle they are to drive in here." (May 24,
1884.)
"Messrs. Grlsy & V/ibaux bought six very fine horses
from the liarquls de Mores this week, to be used in the
round-up. They also liave tlilrty head of Iventuelqr horses
enroute to this place."
(May 31, 1884.)
"Pierre Wibaux, of the firm of Grisy & Wibaux, the
Beaver Valley stock graziers, has gone to Sioux City for
1,200 two-year-old steers, and will meet Ole Berg at that
point, wlio has in charge sixty Texas mares and two thorough
bred Kentucky stallions. They claim the finest stallions
In the Territory." (July 5, 1884.)
The Glendlve (Montana) Independent, Nov. 29, 1884,
includes a Xi's^’ of*^ all Dawson wountiy taxpayers who were to
pay over # 1 ^ In taxes for the year 1884. The amount due
from Grisy & Wibaux was #826.21, making the firm the fifth
largest taagg^ayer in the county for that year.
^ The following appears in the Bad Lands Cow Boy,
Medora, North Dakota, Nov. 27, 1884:
Notice
To whom it may concerns
The partnership heretofore existing between Gustave
Grisy and Pierre Wibaux, under the firm name of Grlsy
& Wibaux has been dissolved dating from the 1st dsecj of
November, 1884. Pierre Wibaux is now the sole propri
etor of the Royal Chambord cattle x*anch, situated on
Beaver Creek; also the bull ranch situated on the
Little Missouri. Pierre Wibaux assumes all the in
debtedness of the late firm up to November 1, 1884.
All persons having accounts will please present them
at their earliest convenience.
PIERRE

WIBAUX
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Only one aoturce of Information has been found wbloh.
Indicates the original cause of 111 feeling between the two
men-

The story is that Mrs. Wibaux rode the mile betv/een

residences to visit Mrs. Grisy, who was ill, and tied her
horse in the yard in front of the house.

Grisy saw the

horse, removed it from the yard, and tied It outside.

When

Mrs. Wibaux was ready to leave she had to go to where her
horse was tied as Grisy didn’t offer to bring It, nor did
he assist her In mounting, even though she was riding a
side saddle with stiort stirrups which raade this action very
difficult.

Wibaux

took this as a gross insult and, on

meeting Grisy the next day, wanted to fight.

When Grlsy

Notices which were almost identical appeared in the
two Glendlve papers early in 1885. The notice in The Glen
dive (Montana) Independent, March 14, 1885, was as follows:
Hot ice to Wlîora it may conceivi
I am now the sole proprietor of the G anchor W and
GW brands, formerly owned by Grisy & Wibaux, on the
ranges of Beaver Creek, Montana, and that the home
ranch of said brands is at the Dakota ranch of the
undersi gned .
Pierre Wibaux
The notice in The Glendlve (Montana) Times, March 14,
1885, was similar.
Hotice
To whom it may concern; I am now the sole propri
etor of the G anchor W and GW brands formerly owned by
Grisy and Wibaux, on the ranges of Beaver Creek, M. T.,
and Bit tie Missouri, D. T., and that the home ranch of
said brand is at the Dakota ranch of the undersigned.
PIEERE WIBAUX
The editor greeted the latter announcement v/ith a
comment of his own, "The notice of Pierre Wibaux in another
column, means the moving of sixty thousand dollars worth of
property from Dawson county into Dakota to save the item of
taxation." The boundaries of Billings County, North Dakota,
were defined in 1879, but the county government was not
organized until April 12, 1886.
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refused lie was given a very severe tengue laËblng.

Tliis

difference between tbe two men widened until a division
of the properties appeared to be the only solution.^
An examination of the chaiMiGters of the two men
reveals traits which make a congenial partnerehlp appear
to be very unlikely.

The foregoing pages show the Wibaux

background and as the story develops more is seen of him
as the thorou^if shrewd, hard-working business nan who was
willing to go out on the range and ride in the dirt and
sweat of the round-up.

If someone came to Wibaux in search

of a job, his prospective employer went out with him and
worked beside him and, if the efforts of the applicant were
satisfactory, he was placed on the pay roll.
Gua Grisy appears to have been of an entirely differ
ent pattern.

He had little love for the workingman and

probably lacked ambition.

He liked to stand on the depot

platform with bare head, white suit and shirt, and a gun on
each hip, thus isgiresaing the pilgrims on passing trains
with the fact that he was a very bad and very tough man.®
While Wibaux, durir^ this period, devoted his time
and energy to the operation of the ranch, Grisy was devel
oping other interests.

In August, 1884, he was anointed

^ Ci O. Armstrong, "Pierre Wibaux, by C- 0- Armstrong
mho Knew Him Well, ** (unpublished manuscript, Montana State

University. Missoula, Montana,, Gellecti<wi, on Pierre Wibaux. )
Armatro®#
an employee or the partnership and worked for
^ ^ u x for about four years after its dissolution.
6

John Brophy interview. Brophy came into the Beaver
Valley in 1882 and knew both Grisy and Wibaux.
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postmaster at the v l H a g e of Mingusvllie, which, had bean
nait^d for himself and his wife, Minzile.*^

He also ran a

saloon In the building In which the post office was located*

In the sam© year he decided to take a whirl at

politics and became a candidate for State Representative
on the Hepubllean ticket.

He went before the county noml**

nat5Lr^ convention with the endorsement of the Mlngusvllle
eommlttes and secured the nomination, but was badly beaten
In the November election.^
Qri*y remained' In the area for a year or two after
the pmrtnarshlp was dissolved and operated under the G
Anchor brand.

He then moved to a ranch near Gladstone,

North Dakota, and devoted his time to raising blooded
horses.

After a very limited period at this he went to

Bz%land, his wife’s former home, and nothing further Is
known of him.
With Grlsy out of the business, Wibaux’s greatest
encumbrance was gone.

He could now run the ranch as he

^ The Glendlve (Montana) Independent, Aug. 25, 1884.
® Ibid.. Dec. 17, 1884.
9
This information is contained in %he Glendj^e
(Montana) Independent. 8ept. 27 and Hov- 8, 1884- 5fee Ming^ s vl U e committee was oosgx)sed of A. M- B&lrd, a prominent
stoolnaan. Ole Berg, fbrmaan for Grisy & Wibaux, and G u s ^ v e
Grlsy, ^ 8 0 the latter should have secured
without too much difficulty. In the Hovesaser election
Dawson County, which was traditionally Republican, gave
Grlsy 185 votes and his Democratic opponent, a Glendlve
real estate man named Tingle, 404 votes. In the Mlngusvllle
precinct the vote was Grisy— 25, Tingle— 20.
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dsalred^ and Î3±s ahrewd intelligence and the knowledge
which, he had picked np at first hand on the range and in
the Chiomgeiand Sioux City stockyards could be brought
into full play.

However, he continued to operate on a

small seale due to the minimum amount of capital he had
available.

It was at this time that Wibaux began using

W for his brand and the holdings became known as the W
Bar Rarwsh#^®
As ■Grlsy, who was

no friend of the workingman,

was now out of the way it is likely that conditions for
the help and relations between eu^loyer.and ec^loyee be
gan to Ix^rove.

Both Pierre and Mrs. Wibaux "made a hit

with the cow boys for they were the real stuff and con
sequently always p o p u l a r . W i b a u x was admired because
he had already spent two years in range riding, purchasing,
branding, loading, shipping, and travelling with his cattle
until he knew every detail of the business.

With Is^roved

feeling among the help and with his background of practical
experience Pierre Wibaux, as sole owner, was ready to take
advantage of the circumstances which resulted from the
The Brand Book of the IWntana Stock Growers *
Association (Helena: Independent Publishing GoEi^any, 1894),
p. HSl," gives the rar^e of the ^ Ranch as the area b e t w e w
the Little Missouri and YellowslEone Rivers and north of the
Northern: Pacific Railroad. Ail cattle purchased were
branded W on the right ribs and the increase was given the
same brand on both right and left ribs. The brand used on
horses was ^ a vented W, which was placed high on the right
flank.
^ Lincoln Lang interview. Lang was an early rancher
in the Bad Lands whose location was near the lower extremity
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Vinter of 1886—87# >/

o f the W Ranch*

Later in the interview Lang stated that
''in mos^ ways he (Wibanx) was a fine fellov# being well
liked through-out the western cattle country where he was
known#**
Gedrge Osterhaut* who worked for Wihaitx as a hand,
stated that Wibaux was well liked by his men*

C. 6* Armstrong, op. clt*, stated that “Wibaius:
always thought his boys were ’àlÜ right*® This feeling is
usually reciprocated*
C

.
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The x^ange oat tie industry developed very rapidly

ddring the early 1880*s*

The winters had been mild, prices

stayed at a fairly high level, and word had spread widely
of the large profits udiioh could he made by grazing cattle
on the available free lands*

Many of the ranchers already

in the area, encouraged by the large profits of previous
years, greatly increased the number of cattle on their
ranges*

From an offiolalj estimate of 50,775 cattle in Mon

tana Territoi*y in 1870, the number had grown to 274,316 in
1880jt and by 1886 this figure had been raised to 663,716*
In the latter year at least 100,000 new cattle were brought
into the Territory and these “dogies” from Texas and*pil—
grims'* from the eastern and mid-westem areas had little
I
time in Which they could become acclimated to unusually
severe changes in the weather*^
The summer of 1886 ^was hot and arid from early
spring*

The roundHisqp did* not start until late, because

the continued drouth k<^t| the prairies brown*

In ^uly the

short grass was dry and pÀrehed and many of the water holes
bad already dried up*
fect on the range*

Xh^^xreeedented heat also had Its ef

The temperature stood at one hundred to
i

one htmdred ten in the shade for days at a time and the
ftocoag>anylx^ hot winds aided in shrlveliàg the small amount

^ 1Sez*rill G* Burlingame, The Montana Frontier (Helena:
State Publishing Gompaiqr, 1942), p 285

.
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of range growth.*^

Bxrfc in eplte of tbe unfavorable weather

oondltions cattle were brought Into the easteim paart of the
etate in xmdimlnishlng m u ^ e rs and thrown on the already
over-stocked ranges*^
As the cattle were not in good condition at the time
of the fall rovndi^up the situation was imde even worse.
Many stockmen decided to hold all the cattle they possibly
could t h r o u ^ the winter, and hoped for higher prices and
better feed the following year*

Their decision was rein

forced by a steady decline in the Chicago cattle market.
Southwestern cattlemen decided to get out of the business
due to the l i f t e r demands for stock cattle, and rushed
their herds to market.

Cattle sold in the fall of 1886 at

the lowest figure in the history of the range— ten to fif
teen dollars a head cheaper than in the preceding fal l'
end there was an abundance of the lower grades on the mar
ket due to the heavy turnoff of the weaker stock
Some of the big Montana cattlemen, in an attmapt to
forestall disaster, collected their less hardy animals into
small herds of one to five hundred and drove them southwestward into the agri cultural part of the state where they were
let out on shares to small ranchers mrho had feed to spare.

land:

® Granville Stusapt, Forty Years on the Frontier (Cleve
The Arthur ë# Clai* % 3 6 K # r ^ "]:925")',-nrr IT, yr ^ s l .
S Ibid*, p. 230-

^ Ernest Staples Osgood, The Pay of the Cattleman
(Minneapolis: University of MinnesoVa "Press, 1929;, p. 218.
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7h±É. s^ep was «Igjxif^lcant; In that it presaged the change
In methods which was to take place in the stock industry
of the Hoi*th«fest.®
The first severe snowstorm struck the range early
in Hoveraher and was acconapanied by below^zero teii^peratures
and a cutting northeast wind.

In the latter part of the

month a fall of snow came which was so deep that in many
places the cattle could not get down to grass.

About De-

,.eember 20 the sky cleared, and three weeks of warm, bright
weather b r o u ^ t hope to the hearts of the stockmen.

This

hope flickered out, however, when a new storm began on
■' January 9, 1887, and snow fell steadily for sixteen hours,
leaving a fresh dxqposlt

of sixteen inches on the level.

The higher ground, which was usually swept clear by the
winter winds, remained covered with a deep blanket of snow
which kept the cattle from the remaining short grass.

The

weather moderated during the latter part of the month, but
the first week in February brouglit a new series of storms.
While these were not so severe, they came at a time when
the stock were least able to withstand them.
In March the ehlnook winds finally came and the snow
disappeared quickly.

Down the flooded streams came the car

casses of thousands of animals.

The dead were stacked high

in the eoulees which had bewa piled full of snow and caught
the drifting cattle.
^ Ibid.. p. 219.

The remnants wandered about with frozen
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ea.3E*s» teJLl#* feet, and. legs.

\ reeling of revulsion

against the whole range system seized some of the cattle
men, ef which one of the more prominent wrote,
"A business that had been fascinating to me before,
suddenly became distasteful. I wanted no izmre of It.
I never w e n t ^ to own again an animal tliat I eould
not feed and |shelter-*®
Overstocking the ^range coirâsined with the unusually severe
winter caused a loss of sixty per cent of the cattle of
Eastern Montajm and Western Borth Dakota, whereas tlie nor
mal loss was about five per cent,*^
Many of ^/ibaux's neighbors suffered critical losses
during this winter.

Gregor Lang, whose ranch was near the

mouth of the Little Missouri River, lost 80-85 per cent.
Hughes Sc Simpson, who operated In southeastern Montana,
reportfKÎ a loss of 70-80 per cent.

The Berry-Boice Cattle

Ooi^any, which ranged over southwestern North Dakota, suf
fered a loss of 90 per cent.

And the Eaton Brothers, who

were a few miles east of Medora, lost about 80 per cent. 8
f

____________________________________________________________________________________

■

® Stuart, ogi cit., Vi II, p. 221.
Information about the winter of 1886-87 has been
drawn from Stuart, og. cit., 7. XI, pp. 234—37, Osgood,
op. cit., pp. 220-21, Burlingame, og^. cit., pp. 283-84,
and S'." C. Abbott, We Pointed T h ^ North (New York: Far
rar & Rinehart, inc., 1^39i, pp. 206-18i
^ Kuhn, ojg. cit., p p * 15^59.
8

William B. Richter, A Historical Study of Beef
Bonanza Handling in Billings County, Dakota Territory,*
(unpubliahed Master’s thesis. The University of Ilontana,
Missoula, Montana, 1941), pp. 107-8. Richter secured his
information fro» the following asurces: Gregor Lang’s
from Lincoln Lang’s Ranc]dng With Roosevelt, Hughes &.
Sis^son’s from an în^ervï^ with General I&rlan Svreeney, a
cowboy of the firm, Berry-Boice* s from their foreman. Bill
Follls, and Eaton Brothers* by cooperation of William
Eaton.

3X.
Farther west In Montana th.e losses were nearly as
severe*

Kelson Story, whose cattle ranged In the Gallatin

Valley, estimated his losses at seventy—rivet per cent*
Conrad Kohrs, Whose stoek ran In the sheltered Deer Lodge
Vallsy, was more fortnnate with a fifty per cent loss*^
Bine Ahhott, who rode for @ranvllle Stuart on his
range east of Lmflstown, wrote of the winter,
" Just to show the loss, we had branded by actual
count 10,000 I). Hi S. calves on the Flatwillow and
Maglnnls round-up in the spring and fall of »86j tills
meant, as we estimated, 40,000 cattle* On the spring
round-up of *87 not 100 yearlings showed up, and on a
r o u ^ count there were only 7,000 cattle all told,
mostly steers and dry cows, and these were cattle
raised on the Montana range. • • • The loss on trail
cattle that had just come Into the country was ninety
per cent* Fully sixty per cent of all cattle in Mon
tana were d®at%by March 15, 1887; . . .“lO
The assessment lists for I'ontana had shown 663,716
cattle on the range in 1886, but for 1887 the figure had
#p#0ped to 471,171*^^

This would not give a true picture

of the loss as the former flgtn?e does not Include calves
b o m after the assessment date and cattle shli^ped or
trailed into the T e r r i d u r i n g the susmaer of 1886.
The winter of 1886—87, which has

gone into the

records as the worst ;in history, has been Indelibly im
pressed upon the minds of thousands by the rexsembi^ance of
the gaunt critter standing and facing the elerænts alone
^ Burling^uae, ogi. cit., p. 284Abbott, oj^. cit., p. 217.
11

Burlingame, op- cit., p. 284.
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as

In. Charles M. Russell’s best known charcoal

sketch, "The L&st of Five Tbonsend*"
There Is no aixthentls record of the activity carried
<m at the ^ Raneda^ until the spring; of 1887, and there are
conflicting reports regarding its losses during the pre
ceding winter*
Pierre Wibaux had, by the fall of 1886, spent four
summers in Montana and Morth Dakota and now, with complete
confidence in t3%s reyage, the weather, and himself, he felt
there was only one Bore prerequisite before the profits
started flowing in freely-e-capital for the expansion of his
holdings.

With this in mind he went to Prance in November,

Crawford, op. cit., p. 497, states "He started
then (in 1884 after ^he split with Grlsy) with about 1,000
head of cattle, almoatlall of which he lost in the herd
winter of 1886 and 1887.** This information was secured in
an interview with W. A, Orgain, who worked for Wibaux from
1888 to 1890* Orgain stated that "Wibaux’s original bunch
of cattle, about 1,000 head, nearly all died in
thewinter
of 1886-*7** (W. A. Orgain interview.)
John Brophy stated in an interview that the W went
into the winter with 500 head and lost only ten per cent,
as the h«rd was small and good range was available.
Probably^ more credenbe may be put in the latter due
to an it OB: in The Olendive' (Montana) Times* July 14, 1883.
"Grlsy & Wibatnei" of beav^, have let the contract for the
putting up of 160 tons of hay to Tonaay Kean and John Butler^, . ,
Evan at this date they planned to carry insur
ance against the weather, at a time when most rang© stock
owners planned to have their cattle pick their living all
winter.
During the winter of 1886-87 Brophy lived only about
fifteen miles from tixo W Ranch, while Orgain did not come
to Montana until 1888.
It is certain that Wibaux, who spent the winter in
France, was not dlscourared by reports of his losses or
the losses of his neighbors as he r#turned in the spring
equipped with the capital necessary for expansion.
This was the only winter Mrs. Wibaux ispent at the
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1866, and returned the following April, 1887, equipped
with the resou.roes neceaaary to seize the opportunity of
his lifetime *

The stories told of

the previous winter

did not shake hla confidence In the Beaver Valley as an
Ideal stock producing'Section and he began at once to pur
chase all the- reæsmnts of former large herds that lils cap
ital would allow.

Many cattle were bought at a very low

price from ranchers who, discouraged and anxious to leave
the range area and in many Instances with their baeks
forced to the wall by creditors, sold their surviving stock
at sacsrlfic© prices.

Â great number were also bought of the

The Weekly Yellowstone Journal and Livestock Re—
porter, B l T W üitÿ, Moritaha, ifov. 6, 1536% "Mr.
will go to Prance in a few days. . . ."
The Gle n ^v © (Montana) Times, April 25, 1887.
"Pierre "Wibaux has returned from ÏVance. . . . "
3h regard to the amount of capital .Vlbaux brought
from Franco, the statement of Kuhn, o^. cit.» is most gen
erally told in Eastern Montana and finds support in other
articles written about Wibaux.
^He secured a half million in Prance &t the rate of
IG per cent. By the terms of the transaction no interest
was to be paid until ten years later, when interest and
principal would amount to one million," (p. 161. )
Crawford, op. cit., p, 496, Is In fairly

close agree

ment •
“It Is said that Wibaux was able to borr<^ ^400,000
In France by promising to pay back the sum of $1,000,000
at the end of ten years. The cattle business was pro
fitable and this venture proved an ^ t i r e success as he
was able to repay all of his borrowed ntoney and make
consideralile for himself."
The Glendlve (Montana) Independent, June 20, 1396.
"Mr. Wibaux invested the vast sum of $500,000 in cattle and
range iB^rovements before any x#etuma were received. . . . "
All the above Indicate Wibaux returned from France
w l ^ about a half million dollars but none state who the
creditors were.
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big eoneems owned try eastern and foreign interests wiileii
bad In some oases s'uffered. a ninety per cent loss and wbose
owners were discouraged and anxious to salvage wbat they
eould of their original Investments, Wibaux# as a result of lils ranching experience# knew
that only the best and stzH^ngest

cattle had been able to

survive the rigors of th^ winter.

He also knew that the

range was no longer overstocked.

The larger part of the

remnants which he purchased was uaide

of the older steers

as they had been able to struggle through the winter when
the young steers# the calves# and tnost of the she stock
froze or starved.
There la no single complete record of the purchases
made by Wibaux# but the procedure he followed can be ascer
tained by a study of contm^orary newspaper accounts and
the interviews of men who were living in the area at tliat
time.
In May# 1887# he purchased the Eunter & Evans remEM&nt# estimated at 15,000 head# at an average of $22# and
made a down payment

on th^a.^®

The round-up failed to

Most ranchers did not place their steers on the
market until tdiey were four years old. Although some she
stock was raised and n^arketad# the percentage of 'fatali
ties was so h l ^ and the selling price was enough Icmer
so #&at many preferred to ship in yearling steers# keep
them three years, and market them# the profit coming from
Idle gain in weight during the three years on the range.
(Bill Pollia interview. Follis was foreman of the 7 7 7
during this period.)
Andrew Larson# who came into Eastern Montana in
IB92# states that steers three, four, or older were con
sidered best for marketing.
^

Zba,^^^ndlye (Montana) Independent# May 28# 1887,
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gather artough cattle to take care of the deposit, so he
them took ©Tio^igii of their horse stock to cover the balance
of the j)ayr2ent.

Also in May, 1887, Wibaux pxirchased the

reB&exant of the Rumiing Water lÆind & Oattle Gon^any, ©stilaated at 10,000 to 20,000 head, which were located on the
Big Dry.
In 1868 some stock was purchased fi*oia the Hash
Knife, of IMsutheastem Montana,
and Wibaux also bought
-'
the F0F remaniant, of near Porsyth, Montana, turning over
t© its former .owner many of the horses taken in the Ilimter & Evans deal.

In 1889 ho added to his range the stock

of the Preuen Cattle CoTiç>any, which was located in the
Powder Hiver #o%mtry.^
The article adds, "These cattle have been graded up for the
past eight years, and are the best bunch of cattle in east
ern Montana."
^ It»id.
"L*7
%ilt T©ns*ell, who came to Eastern Montana in 1881
or 1882, stated that Wibaux b o u ^ t the remnant at “^17.50 a
round with all calves thrown in.
The Armstrong interview states that V/ibaux bought
all the Hash Knife she st&ok.
The Orgain Interview says sli^ly that "He b o u ^ t a
bunch from the Hash Knife. .
Mr. O z ^ i n was working for
the Ha:^ Knife at the time and delivered the stock to the
W.
The Bill Pollis interview says that Wibaux contracted
for these remnants before the spring round-up at $20 per
head for all cattle brought in, and that he could have sold
all he had that fall at 5 ^ .
Instead lie sold only the beef
cattle, which netted him #40 to $45 per head above their
cost, and thus paid for the 16,000 head which remained on
his range, "so ho told m© himself he figured he had 13,000
head of cattle free, and v/ith range costing îiim nothing, he
made quite a fortune." The advarioe In price was the natural
result of the heavy stock losses of the preceding winter.
^

Crawford,

0

£. cit., p. 498, and Orgain interview.
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Early in tîie spring of 1889 a stndy of conditions
oomrinced Wibaux that the bottom was abont to fall ont of
the horse market, and onee more he seized the golden oppor
tunity which presented itself.

He sold his entire stock of

horses, 630 head including colts, to the Oreen Mountain
Ranching Company of Forsyth, 3&>ntana, at :j^60 apiece, and
in turn bou#it Mieir entire brand of cattle, amounting to
between 3,000 and 5,<X)0 head.^®

Two montdbis later he pur

chased all the stock of the Powder Hirer Cattle Coi^any, one
of the largest English syndicates in America, at $18.50 a
head with calves tiirown in.

The nu«&)er of cattle in this

purchase was estimated at 10,000 head, and 300 head of
saddle horses were included in the deal at the same price
Wibaux also purchased the Wrench brand, which was located on
the Red Water, of Gunnell, and undoubtedly picked up many
other small remnants as rapidly as they became available.
8y 1890 he had accumulated 40,000 head of cattle and in that
year he branded 10,000 calves
The Wibaux fortune was built as a result of the mis
fortunes of men and cattle companies which lacked either
financial resources or a faith in the range, and therefore
disposed of their stock interests as a result of the winter
of 1886-87.
Tiie Glendlve (Montana) Independent, April 6, 1889,
June 20, lëi96. SBorETy after this deal the liorse market
fell to a point below #30 a head.
Ibid.
Orgain interview. Crawford, op. cit., p. 497,
states that *His branding in 1890 to 1892 ran 10, OW) to
12.000 a vear.**
:-■

CHAJ»TER

VI.

Tlic dlsastïpous losses ineunred by irosfc of tbe s'fcock—
mon of t5b.e range area as a result of «ne winter of 1886-87
resulted In a shortage of beef supply, and beef oattle
Harless remained appreciably higher for the following three
years.
Ifelson Morris, the well knomi Chicago packer, decided
that price® were going to continue to rise and conceived the
idea of contracting for a large number of western range
cattle for fall delivery.

In the summer of 1890 he sent

buyers into the range stock area to make pur<^ases on what
he t h o u ^ t was a rising markot.

Wibaux contracted to sell

him all his steers which were three years and older, about
8,000 head, at #45 and dry cows at #20 a head delivered at
the stockyards in Wibaux.

Morris paid about ;^25,00O down

on the contract. 1
Between the summer, when the contract was entei»ed
Into, and the shipping season, cattle prices sluieped rather
badly.

liorrld. succeeded in getting some of the sellers to

cow^romise, and others to annul their contracts entirely.
He offered Wibaux #25,000 for his contract, but the offer
was rejected.^
When the shipping season arrived Wibaux be^-on to
load out cattle under the temas of the contract.

Morris

Crawford, o p . cit., p. 499, The Glendive (Montana)
Independent, June
lÔ'Srô, The Yellowstone journal. Miles
City, I^ontana, Sept. 27, 19d5T*"
2

Orgain interview.
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aoc^ted the first 6,800 head and then refused to receive
t^e balance called for in his agreement, as he claimed
the stock was not marketable.

Wibaux bad pTOvlded for this

contingency by having the cattle viewed both before they
were shipped and after their arrival In Chicago by men who
were known to be good judges of range stock.

He continued

to round tg? and make delivery as provided by the tei%8 of
the contract and, as rapidly

as the cattle were turned

down by Morris, they were sold on the Chicago market for
whatever they would bring.

As' soon as the delivery of all

the stock contracted for was coa^leted Wibaux brou^t suit
against Morris for the difference between the price he had
agreed to pay for the cattle in Montana and that which they
netted on the Chicago market.
The suit which followed was watched very closely by
every packer and every cattleman in the country-

After

five years of litigation, in which the suit was carried
fi*om the district court to the appellate court and from
the appellate court to the Illinois Supreme Court, Morris
was forced to pay Wibaux an amount variously stated as
$62,000 to $80,000-

And in addition Morris had to pay all

the expenses involved in the sult.^
Crawford, op. cit., p. 499, The Glendlve (Montana)
Independent, June 207 1896, The Yellowstone Journal, lilies
City, "Montana, Sept. 27, 190Ô, the Orgain interview.
The Dickinson (Hofth i^kota) Press, Oct. 19, 1895,
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i.ndS.catos the sentiment of the range coimtry regarding the
suit..
**PIERRE WIBAUX^, the largest individual cattle
owner in îlorth Bakota, has won a ^75,000 suit against
îîelson MorriSj the millionaire packer of Chicago.
Morris contracted in 1890 to take all cattle of a
certain grade at a stated price. When it caiw time
to ship the market was down and Morris refused to
accept the cattle* V/ibaux is not the kind of iram
to submit to such doings and has pushed his case to
a sueoeseful finish.”
The Eva MacLean manuscript, Wibaux County, Col
lection on Pierre Wibaux, University of Montana, Missoula,
Montana, gives an Interesting sidelight on the suit.
“After retaining legal advisors the ranchman gatl>»
ered in a passenger car full of cowboys and took them
to Chicago, where the suit was to be tried, as wit
nesses.
“•Have a good,time, boys, • he told thmn^ •spend as
much as you like. That coi^ax^ will pay for your
entertairment. •
“The boys: needed no urging, and when Wibaux won
the suit, the packing company was forced to pay an
enormous bill for •expenses* of the witnesses."
W. A. Orgain stated in an interview, “I was a wit
ness in the lawsuit in both the district court and the
trial court and was in Chicago for six weeks. Johnny
Towers was also a witness.”

CHAPTER
WIBAUX

AND

THE

VII.

GGUÎTTY

C0MMI3SI0ÎÎERS

A strudy of the proceedings of tlie Gonnty Coaaals—
sloners of Billings County, Hoi^tli Dakota, and Dawson
Connty, Montana, reveals that practically all the ranchers,
including % e o d or e Roosevelt, appeared before one of the
Boards at some time or other In an attempt to secure a re-^
ductlon or an abatement. In their personal property tax#
With the rancher continually buying and selling stock It
was difficult for county officials to keep an accurate
count on which the assessment might be based.

Cattle were

often brought Into Billings County, as an exBsntple, on which
a Minnesota county had already placed an assessment and
collected the tax for the year-

As the cattle were often

allowed to roam very freely they were sometimes spotted by
the assessor of a neighboring county in his assessment
area, and the Billings County owner might be surprised a
few weeks later to find a tax notice from Stark County In
his mail.

Of course

it cannot be denied tliat in many

cases cattle were encouraged by their owners to stray into
a neighboring county as assessment time approached.
As the W Ranch lay astride the state line and about
lialf its acreage was in Dawson County, Montana, and the
^ This chapter I s based on the c o u n t y records o f
Billings County, North Dakota, and notes on the Board of
County Commissioners* meetings as they appeared in ^ e
Glendlve (Montana) Independent, which was the official
Dawson County, Wontaha, during most of the period
studied. The county records of Dawson County were not
opened so that a study could bo made of them.

.
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otliey half in Billings Co\inty, North Dakota, It is not
av.rprlsing that the name of Pierre Wihaiuc appears fre
In the proceedings of the county commissioners of

quently

both counties*

However a study of the records does not

appear to bear out the following statement which appeared
in a recent thesis:
“Especially were the big outfits guilty of tax
evasion, end ajaong these, the most offensive was
Pierre Wibaux* The County Commissioner* s Records are
full of notations of his attempt to evade taxes and
to obtain tax abatements .“^
ThiS;jpaper further states that Wibaux drove cattle into
Billings County in the late fall or early wintor and

•

rounded them vep and returned them to Fallon County, Montana,
in the spring, thus having tliem out of each county at the
time its assessîtient was made.^

This statement is concluded

by saying that the Billings County officials of 1890^91
terminated such action on the part of Pierre Wibaux.
The official minutes of the meetings of the Billings
County Commissioners do not seem to support this point of
view.

On December 12, 1890, the comiiilssioners decided to

hold a ihseting in the following month to which ranchers
dissatisfied with their assessments were invited to come

2
3

William B. Richter,

cit.. p. 30.

Ibid. Fallon County nad not been created at this
The writer meant Dawson County.
Hone of Wibaux’s contemporaries made any statement
which throws suspicion on V/ibaux*s honesty. He was always
able to secure a conqpromi se favorable to himself when he
appeared before the contaissioncrs.
time.
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MO that the cases mlght be arbitrated.^

As Pierre \7iba\oc

was among those who felt their assessstents were too high»
it was moved **Also that Wibanx be notified by the auditojp
of the same meeting and requested to send an arbitrator-**
Sylvano Perris, at one time foreman for Theodore Roosevelt,
was appointed arbitrator to represent the county
At the next meeting, which was held January 5, 1891,
the following action was taken:

**0n motion Geo* W Towers

was appointed arbitrator to confer with S. M* Perris and
B. Lawles in tax case of Pierre Wibaux.**®

By the second

day following the arbitrators had been able to agree on a
solution as the minutes read, '*Moved by Woodman seconded
and carried tliat arbitrators estiismte of 1500 head of
cattle, in case of Pierre Wibaux, be accepted.***^
That this same Board of Commissioners of Billings
County sharply turned down WIbaux*s requests for abatszwnts

^ Book 1, Minutes of Billings County Conmlasloners,
Billings County, Borth Dakota, p. 61.
® Ibid.
^ Ibid#, Jan. 5, 1891, p. 62.
The IS. Lawles noted was Ben Lawlis, foreman of the
W and Vibaux* s arbitrator- %ie customary procedure in
arbitration was for each party to choose an arbitrator and
the two thus selected to (Choose a third party satisfactory
to both sides. The wording in the minutes indicates that
the Commissioners appointed a third party satisfactory to
the other two in this case.
7
Ibid., Jam. 7, 1891, p. 65.
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wotild seœn to b© refuted by tb© following:
motion the aj^llcatlon of Pierre Wlbatuc for the
abolition of taxes for th© year 18S*7 and. the correction
of assessment and abatement of taxes for the year 1890
were signed and recommended the reduction and abatement
desired.”®
Thm relations between Wibaux and the ooznmlssloners

of Billings County appear to have been harmonious in gen
eral*

In 1894 he a^^lled for a reduction of assessment and

the applloatlon was granted.®

In July, 1897, his assess

ment was increased from 9,600 head of cattle to 12,000 head,
but wh<Wi V/lbaux appeared before a later meeting to protest
the Increase his assessment was dropped to 7,000 head.^®
Again in 1899 the Board increased Wibaux* s assessment, this
time by 4,500 head, but at a meeting eleven days later the
•Board on motion decided, in view of all facts and circum
stances in connection with assessment of Pierre Wibaux to
accept return as made by Mr. Vlbaux. . .

Again In

1900 the minutes show that "On motion the assessment of
Pierre Wibaux was left as returned by hlm.”^®

Evld^tly

the commissioners regarded v/lbaux as a man who was trust
worthy and whose sworn statement could be accepted as the

® Ibid., Nov. 18, 1891, p. 72.
® Ibid.. Jan. 2, 1894, p. 101, and Oct. 1, 1894,
p.
115. the minutes for the latter date read, "Application
of P. Wibaux for reduction of the tax 1893 came up for
action and was on motion recomnmided.”
10 Ibid., July 8, 1897, p. 168 and July 16, 1897,
p. 172.
^ Ibid.. July 7, 1899, p. 227 and July 18, 1899,
p. 255.
12
Ibid.. July 26, 1900, p. 260.
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trutli.
Ill tlie ligjit of tlie above It is Jifficult to under—
stand the proceedings of Avgust and Septer:ibei>, 1901, wliich
are best told by tlie minutes.
”L* A. S-Ib^ soxi appeared before the Board on behalf
ef Pierre Wibaux asking that an abatement be ^ide in
taxes by said county assessed against said Pierre Wi
baux for the years 1897, 1898, 1899, and 1900 in the
aggregate amounting to $5245*05— xgaon property belong* .
Ing to and claimed by said county to be therein said
taxes for the years 1097, and 1898 having been paid—
claiming on behalf of Mr* Wibaux tliat said taxes were
excessive in' that said property was not thus taxable
by said county and requesting that taxes thus assessed
for the year^ 1899 and 1900 b© cancelled*”^^
The matter was taken under advisement for further cons id*
©ration and on the following day the board appointed Cox»missloner Stoddard to represent the county in :taking an
1

adjustment of the Wibaux taxes*^^
On September 2 the matter was discussed furtlier with
Sin^Con present to represent Wibaux.

The result was the

adoption of a resolution which stated the taxes appeared
to be excessive and the county treasurer was
”authorized and directed to accept from the said
Pierre Wibaux the sum of (605^) six hundred five
dollars, in full for all denauids of said CMaunty for
taxes of every kind and nature whatsoever for all
years prior to and including the current year of
1901 . . . (for) all taxes, interest, and penalties
assessed against the said Pierre Wibaux."15
Wibaux's relations with the Board of County Coifr-

Ibid., Aug. 30, 1901, p. 295.
14 Ibid., Aug. 31, 1901, p. 296.
15 Ibid.. Sept. 2, 1901, p. 297.
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m

l

8 of DsvAon County, Montana, ai*e very similar to

th# ahove*

In 188© the coKBaissloners, meeting as a Board

of jgqnalizatlom» took the following action as recorded in
Th# Glandlve Independent s
**€hi motion th# Board reduced the assessment of Pierre
Wibaux from 5,000 head of cattle, ($90,000) revised at
previous meeting to 340 head of cattle, of the same
being the Oscar W&Td and Oeering Cattle Cos^ax^*s cattle,
Mr* WlbaWE having proved to the satisfaction of the
Board that the above amount of cattle was all he had in
Dawson county.**^
In 1891 the Boai?d of County Cojnnias loners acted as
followsÎ
**0n motion th® assessment of Pierre Wibaux was re
duced as follows:
IQOO head cattle e #15.00 pr lid
#15,000 OQ
3 stallions © #250
750 OO
Total reduction
#15,750 00*®"
Wibaux appeared before the Board of Equalization in
August, 1893, but the minutes as published contain no record
of aaesy action taken in regard to his properties.

However

in the July, 1894, term of the District Court vVibaux broi^ht
suit against Alex 5. Gillespie, the Dawson County Treasta?er,
which was taken under advisement until the October term. A t
that time it was aimounced that a settlement had been effected
t h r o u ^ the Board of County Commission's with Wibaux to pay
taxes on 4,500 head of cattle for 1893 and the same for 1894
and the case to be dismissed at the plaintiff’s cost.^®

The

The Glendive (iksntana) Independent, Oct. 12, 1889'try
17

Ibid., July 25, 1891-

18 Ibld., Aug. 4 and TTov. 3, 1894.
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Tk» Gonmlssdoners took the f'oXlov/lng action on Hovenbei* 13, 1894:
**0n motion the clerk was Instmicted to notify tlx©
treasnrer that the Board has laade a rebate on the tax
of Pierre Wlbaijx for th© year 1893 from 6000 head of
cattle to 4500 head of cattle, and for the year 1894,
from 5 5 ^ head of cattle to 4500 head of cattle and
the treasurer la hereby Instructed to receipt for the
same, at that rate.^^®
In his only other appearance before the Dawson
County Conmiissloners Wibaix presented the petition of the
citizens of the town of \9ibaux requesting a jail building
and a deputy sheriff*

The result v/às that ^’The petition

\7as granted and the jail will be built in the noar future#”^
As previous petitions for a jail and a deputy had been either
denied or tabled for later action and as a aubsoq;. ©nt report
shows that a deputy was appointed and a jail was built, it
appears that Wibaux did have Influence with the commis
sioners.
The records fail to indicate any ill feeling between
Wibaux and the commissioners of eîtâier Dawson or Billings
County.

Dike all taxpayers of his day, as well as those of

the present time, Wibaux disliked paying taxes which he felt
were levied unjustly.

And each tino he asked for a rebate

or an abatement he secured a reduction in his tax, thus in
dicating, tlaat justice must have been at least partially on
his side.
During the five year period from 1897 to 1901, when

Ibid... hov. 17, 1894.
Ibid., June lO, 1899.
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Wl'ba.iix was one of the heaviest taxpayers of Dawson Coimty,
there Is no record of any atten^t on his part to secure a
reduction hy zoaklng a plea to the County Board of Squalltation.^^
A close study of the records makes it difficult to

hulld a case against Pierre Wibaux as on© who sought tax
reductions and abatements in order to evade his just obli
gations to the counties in which he owned property.

21 Wibaux* a personal property tax during this period
was as follows s
Year

Azaount of Tax

Hank among tsLsqpayera
of Dawson Go\mty

1897
189#
1899
1900
1901

# 2437.99
3520.39
1886.94
1963.45
1900-32

tth
3rd
5th
6th
7th

The total tax paid for these five years is spll,709.09.
The above information appears in The Glendive (Liontana)
Independents Oct. 2, 1897, Sept. 24, 1898, Sept. 30, 1899,
dot. 2d, lAOO, and Oct. 12, 1901.
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VIII.

PROGRESSIVE

RARCHER

A study of the methods used by most of the “beef

bonanza* ranchers of Eastern Montana and Western North
Dakota proves that Ilerre Wibaux was one of the more pro
gressive'of the large scale ranfiüiers In his day-

The

eoia^n practice at the time was for the rancher to pick
up whatever stock he could, tuMi them loose on the range,
and each fall sdiip the matured beef to market.^
Pierre Wibaux studied the fluctuations of the cattle
market in an attempt to find the type of cattle in greatest
demaiawi and the best time for shipment*

He tried to ln^rove

the quality of both his cattle and horses by buying the
beat sires available and, before it was generally recog
nized that Montana could aatisfactorily be used as a breed
ing county, Wibaux attempted to raise his own calves so
that he could avoid the necessity of shipping in all his
beef stock*

And, at great personal expense, Wibaux carried

on a eawpaign against two natural enemies of the stoelosaa—
prairie fires ard wolves— and tried to secure the coopera
tion of nel^abo##s% ranchers against th%n.
The evidence which Wibaux aecuiaulated during his
first three years on the range convinced him the better
grade of stock was ready for mazicet earlier in the season
That little attention was paid to tlie types of
stock is evidenced by the appearance of tlioi.sands of Texas
longhorns on the range in the state line area* They were
a menace to the small rancher as, having acqi.lred the habit
of wandering, they frequently scattered liis small herds.
•In 188S a bill was passed prohibiting Texas cattle east of
the Missouri River(Kuhn, op^* cit., p. 158.)
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And was thns abXs to i*©acli the Chicago stockya3?d.s before the heavier shipments caneed a severe laarhet decline.
^ith this in mind he allowed a decided prc% eronee for
Shorthorns when making his purchases following the winter
of 1886—8

7

His most serious effort to improve his stock

was in 1897 when he added a group of sires far above the
level of the typical range bull.
*Th© biggest purchase of bulls ever made by any
western stockman is being made in Canada by Pierre
■Vibaux, the wealthy North Dakota and Montana cattle
man, who has placed contracts for the purchase of
350 Shorthorn bulls from Canadian breeders, for his
western ranchos, where he will ship them next spring,
• • . Eio contracts for bulls call for registered
stock, with strains recorded in English brand books."
Pierre Wibaux may thus be given credit for isqproving
the quality of beef produced in the entire area, as later
sales of this stock to other ranchers exercised an influence
toward grading up Montana range cattle.
That Wibaux realized the value of well bred stock is
also Illustrated by his purchase in 1899 of over 4,000 head
of two-year-old steers at Aamrillo from a breeder who used
nothing but thoroughbred Hereford bulls.^

Although he could

have picked up ordinary range cattle at a lower price Wibaux
knew that good stock would gain weight faster and bring a
higher price per hundred on the market.
o

Wibaux’s herds

Armstrong interview.

^
^i<>^h8on (North Dakota) Press, Feb. 13, 1897.
Crawford, op. "ol't*, p. 498, tells of the same purchase but
places the number of bulls at 500.
^

Glendive (Montana) Independent, July 8, 1899.
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wei*© pgpedoalnantly Hereford or Shorthorn at the time his
ranoiiing Interests were closed oat in the Leaver Valley.^
Wibaux knew from his observations that if stock
could be brought tbrougli the winter in good shape they
would be ready for the market earlier in the fall.

Prob

ably he had observed this while visiting the Chicago or
Sioux City stocÎQrards and while purchasing stock in the
Central States inhere winter feeding was the rule.

It is

known that, during its first summer of operation, the firm
of ûrisy & Wibaux contracted to have hay put up for winter
use, and this was at a time wh%i most ranchers still be
lieved the cattle should shift for themselves the year
around.^
Wibaux raised the first alfalfa in the Beaver Val
ley and this was probably the first in Eastern ^ntana, as
the following news

item was not answered.

"Will ar^ of our neighbors in the Yellowstone Val
ley or elsewhere in the county (Dawson) tell us of their
experience with the tillage of alfalfa as a hay crop?
We Imow of no one who has tried it in the Beaver Vallay
excepting Pierre Wibaux, who sowed about forty acres in
1867, and reporta several good crops in the early
nineties
Aa a general rule, however, bay was given only to the bulla
so that they would be in am is^roved condition for the
® Interviews with Thoriias Lihen and J. Ross Galvin,
an associate in the Calvin Investment Company which bought
out the interests of the 2 Rsa^ch.
^ '^b.c 01 endive (hontana) Times, July 14, 1G85.
^ The Glendive (iTontana) Independent, hay G, 1900.
Thomas Husb stated in an interview in
that the first
alfalfa field in the community was a t enty acre field at
the W Ranch.
.A# % rnsmami
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breeding season.^
Tbat; Wlbaixac* s metbods paid. Is demonstrated by fell®
that be topped tbe Gblcago

on tmny occasions.

In August, 1888, be sold a eonslgEsaent of steers averaging
1592 pounds at $5.00, tlie blghest price paid for a n y Montana
stoek sold at that time, while three weeks later he sold
three hundred six beeves, averaging 1371 pounds, for #5.10.
Por the season of 1888 he shli^ed 2,300 beeves to market,
receiving the highest prices paid for any Montana stock and
averaging better prices than any otber Montana stookgrower.^
In 1889 Wibaux shipped the first train load of Montana
beeves to market on July 11, and followed with another train
load on, July 19.

The stock were r^x>rted to be in excellent

condition for ahlpmœat, and Keenan & Son, Chicago coxaslsslon
merchants, stated the former shipment was the first consign
ment of western cattle to reach the market, for the season
aivi were a month ahead of the first shipment of the previous
year.

The steers in this shipment avere^ed 1,325 pounds

and b r o u ^ t #3.65»

A shipment of Texas steers sold on the

same market at prices z*anglng from $2.25 to #3-25 and their
average weights wore 1,050 to 1,200 pounds.^

Wibaux

topped the market again in 1898 with a consignment of steers

8

Thomas Llhen Interview.

9

The Glendive (Mcmtana) Independent, Aug. 18,
Sept. 8, and Mov. 3^JTl888.
10

Ibid., July 13, 20, and 27, 1889.
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averaging 1,278 pounds i»hlch sold at 04.65.^
Tiiero are few records avaHable regarding tixo prices
for lAkleh Wibaux stock was sold, but tbose wblcb can be
foui^ show that his cattle usually sold at the top price
or approached It very closely.
Wibaux, unlike moat cattlemen, thought Montana ranch€»ra should keep breeding stock and establish facilities
to produce their own young rather than rely on the iBç>ortatlon of yearling steers to be turned onto the range.

He

ran mixed eat tie from the beginning, and in the nineties
had more she stock than anyone else in the area.^
la&ile in partnership with Gus Grisy, Wibaux made
Important moves to improve the quality of the horse< stock.
In 1 ^ 4 "six very fine horses” were b o u ^ t from the Marquis
de Mores, and thirty head of Kentucky horses were purchased
for use on the ran c h .^

A month later the firm bou^it

sixty Texas mares and two thorough-bred Kentucky stallions
and made the claim that it had the finest stallions in
Montana Territory. ^4

in the following year two of the mares

were valued at over ^1,000 eac h . ^

It a^qpears that Wibaux

was trying to co»$*ln# the toughness of the Texas cow pony
with the beauty and speed of the Kentucky lK>rses.

Ibid.. Aug. 20, 1898.
12 Armstrong interview.
Glendive (Montana) Times, May 31, 1884.
Ibid*. July 5, 1884.
Ibid., April 10, 1885.
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Wibaux greatly Inpnorred h.la horse herd^ and also
6^^* the ranehers of the Beaver Valley an oppoi*tunity to
do likewise, with a purchase which was chronicled as
follows*
f”Another valuable addition has been made to the
horse interests of Dœ^rson county by Pierre Wibaux, who
has just received six valuable stallions. At their
head is an imported Worman, 6 yeai*s old and weighing
l^X); then follows a thoroughbred Clydesdale and four
graded Formans and.Clydesdales. This stud has be^n
mich needed at Mingus ville and the people are fortu
nate in having Mr. Wibaux take hold of the matter,
*md thus keep them well up in the front rank.”!®
Wibaux seéms to have been the first rancher of
Eastern ;Montana to make a serious effort to oocbat the two
great natural enemies of the cattle on the range— wolves
and prairie fires*
Wolves, now a curiosity in Eastern Montana, were
plentiful in the 1890* s and did uncounted damage to the
stock raising industry*

Pierre Wibaux* knowing that a

cooperative effort was necessary to reduce the menace,
tried to waken other ranchers by the following notice which
was published in The Glendive Independent on October 21,
1893:
"Let me also suggest that unless we want the wolves
to drive us out of th© country every outfit should
afford to buy strychnin© at a wholesale price and fur
nish it free of ehag^e to every settler, hunter and
other experienced men wishing to use it next winter.
Wolves will travel and in destroying them • • • com?bined efforts are^neeessary i© order to obtain the
desired result.
^

l*be Glendive (Montana) Independent, May 18, 1889.

Ibid., Oct. 21, 1893.
That wolves were a serious menace is eiaphasized by
an az*tiele inserted beneath Wibaux’s notice :

.
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W%hm3X*a eTfo3»t8 were referred to whmi* in the next
year, the aame paper rmsinded Its readers tliat the previous
meeting of the 8to:WEgzw»ers* Association Ixaci recoîSE^nded
each rotmd-^ eitq^Xey a man whose sole duty would be to kill
wolves•
**One round-up at least fell in line and adopted the
Idea with great sueoesa. Ife refer to the south-east
aide rtmnd^up, controlled principally by Pierre Wibaux,
vdio has er^loyed two men, and at the time the round-up
was earned at Gl#idive Creek the results were sixty
pelts of old ones besides a large nur&xer of pups.**^^
Wibaux kept a large wolfing outfit of his own on
the W which, in later years, aided in decreasing the wolf
memae#.^

In addition he paid hunters a bounty of #5 and

#2#5# nsspeetiwaly for wolf and pup skins.^

If other

ranchers had «mde the effort to fi^bdb wolves which was made
**Boives are becoming more plentiful on the ranges of
Dawson county than ever before. From all sides come
the news of cattle, horses and sheep being pulled down
by wolves who are becoming bold enough to unheed the
approach of men. on horseback.”
Ibid^, June 9, 1894. The item adds that Wibaux
stated he sHould have branded at least 5,000 calves but
would be laagky to brand 800 for the year due to the destruc
tion by the wolves.
19
Ibid*. Doc. 4, 1897.
*%he W keep the I n g e s t wolfing outfit on the range
in Skmtana, having over fifty of the best wolf hounds
that are bred in their kennela, who keep the i*ange
fairly free from wolves and coyotes.”
The Wibaux (Montana) Pioneei»-Gaz et te. Anniversary
Edition* At%u#t# $B®9*
”He (Wibaux) also had a cajasp at which he stationed
a wolf or with about one himdred dogs. The dogs were
kept in enclosures or stockades and packs of them run
on alternate days.”
^

The Glwadive (Montana) Independent, ^June 20, 1896.
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by Wlb&ux many

and €h& ep would herve been saved^ and

bb# wolf would bave ddeai^pea^ed from tbe plains of Eastern
Montana muob earlier than It did.
Tbe-prevention and control of prairie fires offered
as serious a {xroblem to tbe rancbers as did tbe wolves.
'4-^

■

'

Fires, urbifidi m l ^ t sweep on for days burning all tbe feed
before tbem, made iî3Ç>ossible tbe survival of large numbers
of stock.

Destructive blazes occurred in almost every year,

but one of the worst was that of August, 1889.

The Glendive

Independmit stated of this,
**Everythlng indicates that the fires are incendiary
in origin and set out for a purpose. At least forty
men are at work trying to extinguish the fire, and
. FiOrre Wibaux is hiring all the men he can get at $2.50
usTi
per day. About twenty-five s ^ m r e miles have been
burned already, and the ^ d is not y e t . "21
It was estimated that two-thirds of the range in the Beaver
Valley was burned over by this fire and stockmen, already
a little anxious as to the outcome of the winter, advised
anyone seeking a new location not to come into that

section.22

Pierre Wibaux attempted a few years later to secure
the cooperation of the ranchers in fighting prairie fires
by publication of a notice in The Glendive Indepesidœit which
called attention to losses suffered previously.

He also

mmatloned a piece of fire—fighting equipment he had devised
and which could be purchased locally.
**A g^Dod many years in the cattle business has t a u ^ t

21

22

Ibid., Aug. lO, 1889.
Ibid., Nov. 2, 1889.
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îîie tbAt th# cu233#pous prairie f 1res that b\im izp otir
during a few montha of th# year are the great
est drawhaek to the cattle industry. You are aware
that If one of our a%nge@ h u m s we have either to let
our cattle starve or crowd our nelghhors* The way
%"&nge# are now stocked this means starvation for the
cattle and m i n for their owner* It occurs to me that
we ought to do everything In our power to protect our
selves and join In the good work. I have for a number
of years tried to find some device to put out said
fires when started. I have succeeded in constructing
a fire dreg made of chains that I guarantee to give
satisfaction. It is the best thing that has been
hrou^bt out, it is handy to pack, it is not heavy to
drag, and will put out fire as fast as two horses can
travel•
"Thinking that it will be of mutual benefit to all
oatt lemon I propose to have a number of these drags
made thia winter and will deliver them at cost, that
1» thirty—five (#35.00) dollars a piece at the depot
in Mingusville*
"The old way of slaughtering cattle# besides being
unsatisfactory, is very esqpensive. These drags will
pay for themselves the first fire and can be carried
in bed wagons on the round-up and scattered all over
the range where they can be reached in a shord; time.
"If you wish to try one send your order and #35 to
Caimon & Or gain, Mingus vil le^ Montana, and a better
investment you could not make."^^
Pierre Wibaux is revealed by a study of newspaper
accounts and articles written by his conteis^joraries aa a
progressive rancher who believed in raising stock cattle
when others raised only beef cattle, who put -up imty when
others depended entirely on the range to keep their stock
through the winter,

tried to place finished stock on

the market early in the season so that he could beat the
falling market induced by later

heavy shipments, and who

Ibid.# Oct. 21, 1893. One of these drags can
still be s e ^ S a t the old Lihen Ranch, southwest of Wibaux,
Montana.
The old method of putting out fires was to kill an
animal, split it, tie a rope to the foreleg and another to
the hindleg of a half, and have men on horses drag the
•half a beef over the flames.
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jpotigkit jrix*es and wolves at Ills own ejqpense wiiile at tke
aaine time b.e att^s^ted to get others to ooc^erate in
oosbatlng these natural enemleé of the livestock producer «
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THe winisei* of X886~87, wliicH imlnod loany of the
r#œàï#]r8 of the Great PX&Xns

are#, was the direct cause

of the growth of Wibauac^s lmvesta#ot into a small fortune.
But had Wihaux been less well fixed financially the winter
of 1896—9*7 might have i'ul#ed him as the one a decade be
fore had hrokmi many of his contemporaries.
Gonwinced that larger profits might be derived from
keeping his own atoek cattle, rather than from Importing
young steers to fatten, Wibaux contracted for 10,000 head
>
of Utah cows and calves from Green Sc Badger in the winter
of 1896.

Although the first

shipment arrived in mid-June,

1897, the final delivery was not eoz^^leted until in August.^
The range was In good condition, but the cattle which ar
rived late were not in shape to face the winter and were
not acclimated.

To make conditions worse a severe storm

hit the range in the latter part of Hovember.^

Pierre Wi

baux came from the East in DeceiÉ>er to look over the range
and see how hia cows and calves that were turned out the
The Dickinson (North Dakota) Press. June 20, 1896,
‘*Pierï^’ Wi^uaxuT received two train loads of cows and
calves on the 15th Inst, and they are the finest stock
that has ever be«a i*eceived at these yards- . . . The
above stock is a part of the ten thousand head which
Green & Badger are to furnish Mr. Wibaux this season.**
The Glendive (Montana) Independent, Aug. 1, 1896.
Wibaux is just finii^ng receiving the ten
thousand cattle <H>ntraeted for last winter."
^ Ibid., Jan. 2, 1897.
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preoedlmg f&ll were standing the weather* He reported
I
t&at the loss [was very light considering the weather con
ditions thus jlar.^
MFlth tk# ctnalng of sgprlng the Dickinson Press
eontalned very discouraging news.

The t/ifoaux c o r r e f ^ x ^

snt for the Miles City Journal was quoted as saying the
stock loss was mxch greater than It

had heen at any time

since 1886—8*7.^ But Pierre Wibaux stated In the same Issue:
"On my range the grass crop was excellent last fall
and cattle never entered the winter in better condition.
NoveWoer was a bad month# but Decesâaer and January were
all one could desire; In fact, December was the best
month on record for a great many years* I personally
rode over the range the beginning of January: There
were no losses whatever and never did 1 see cattle In
better shape at tliat time of the year. February was a
hard month on cattle, but the amount of snow on my
range or fsîyther west never exceeded ten inches on the
level. % was in îtontana the end of February* A few
old cows died that were expected to die anyway. I saw
cattle all t h r o u ^ the Bad Lands; they were strong and
doing well * I went to Miles City and as far as Helena,
and tlm general iH^resaion was that the winter so far
had bemi most favorable to stock. I am aware that from
the first to the fifteenth of March the weather was un
usually cold for that tiiJie of the year. Cattle were
getting weaker every day and this caused some anxiety
among eattle^n* On the 15th, however, we had a change
for the better and since then the snow has been melting
every day. "5

Ibid*
Dlekinscm (North Dakota) press, March 27, 1897.
Ibid*
of interest;

The same paper contains the following item

"The Chicago Inter-Ocean states that Pierre Wibaux
put in 250,000 young cattle last fall and that they are
all dead. This seems a little ridiculous as Hr- Wibaux
piTobably runs a little less than 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 cattle on his
range and udiat he put in last fall was a hez\l of about

60.

By iald»'Apa^l tlt& miow was gone and grass v/as making
I W appmmrenee ra^idXy as tke result of twelve days of
e l o W ^ and aOaowery weatlwr.

E'^ryon© 3md an opinion as to

the losses suffered In the cattle herds during the winter,
but they varied from twmity to sixty per cent, while esti
mates on Wibaux* 8 losses ran from ten per cent to *big.**®
It appears possible that Wibaux* s losses in the Utah
stock may have besci largsap than he was willing to admit as
during the remainder of the years in which the W opeMted
his tendency was to dispose of she stock and calves and to
buy Texas steers.
Wibaux* a private secretary and agent, Emil (Jack)
Serruys, went to Texas in April, 1899, with the plan of
looking over several groups of steers and buying about
10,000 head.

In May Wibaux announced his intenticm to

steak up with Texas steers and that he had already arranged
10,0C^ Utah aovs. Undoubtedly the loss in tliis stock
has been very large— perhaps 50 to 70 per cent. It is
probable, however, that the loss among his old cattle
has not be«a one-half as @peat.”
® Ibid., April 17, May 1, 1897.
A nears item in The G le^iv© (Montana) Independent,
April IQ, 1897, states that WlbaiiX and h i s foreman, 1*.
lÂwlis, were in Glcsidive and iv^orted tixe W loss would not
run over 25 per cent. They had thought earlier it would be
over 50 per cent, but careful count had shown the loss to
be less than half that. Possibly this v / a s due to the Utah
cattle making up only a small proportion of the herd.
Bill Follis, f o r m œ n for the 7 7 7, stated that
Wibaux ^iiost heavily on cattle in 1897-8. The Utah cattle
were shipped in late in September, not in s u c h good condition
for winter. . . . Wibaux was the only one I knew of who had
big losses in the winter of 1897-98.** (Mr. Follis was in
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To3f a.

Wibaux went to Texas in June and ne—

ceiwed delivery of 4,049 two-^ean—old steers at Amarillo,
from ebere they were fdiipped to Moororoft, Wyoming, over
the Burlington and thœa driven to the Dawson County range.®
In the fall of 1899 Wibaux sold all his range cows
and ealves to John B* Holt of Miles City in a sale spokma
of as one of the largest In Eastern Montana for years.®
And about two months later Jack Serruya was again on his
way to Texas where he spent the winter buying cattle for
Wibaux.^®

In February he purchased 3,500 head of steers

from Reynolds Bambthere at #19 for yearlings and #23 for
two—year—olds with delivery to he made in the spring,
Due to the fires which had destroyed the ran^e betueaa
Smith Creek and the Missouri River and to the bonds of
transient sheep which had consumed much of the r^aalnlng
grass, Wibaux announced in June that he would have to sell
error as to the date of this winter as indicated by the
stories of the severity of the weather and the shipment
of Utah cattle.)
W, A. Q#galn agreed that many of the Utah cattle
were lost.
^ The Glendive (Montana) Independent, April 29 and
Hay 27, I g # .
® Ibid. The ^Independent states that 1800 of these
were branded 'on the 'first day after unloading them at
Moorcroft,
record the boys are proud of,”
^ Xbld,, Sept. 16, 1899.
Ibid., Hov. 4, 1899.
11

Ibid., Feb. 24, 1900.
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cattle as aoozi as

were delivered "as tliere is

no range on tîiîs side of tlie Yellowstone River for thera."^
It was evidently at this time that Wibanx decided to
make use of some of the very thinly occupied range area in
the triangle formed by the Missouri, Yellowstone, and Mussel
shell Rivers as a news item in July states that these steers
were trailed from Billings into the Big Dry countiy.^^

In

the spring of 1901 Wibaux received four more train loads of
Texas cattle, probably 4,000 to 5,000 head, in Billings via
the Burlington and they, too, were driven to the Dawson
County range on the north aide of the Yellowstone
"

At about the same time the W round-up gathered all

vyibaux’a cattle on the south side of the Yellowstone and
held them on Glendive Creek*.

Weather conditions had slowed

the growth of range feed and, unies s range conditions im
proved, Wibaux plaimed to ship all his stock.^

In the

latter part of June all the she stock and calves were sold
to Prank W. Smith, proprietor of the Edge Hill Ranch with
headquarters about f if teen miles south of the t<«m of Wibaux,
and the following item appeared in The Glendive Independent :
“Pierre Wibaux will close out his cattle interests
in the eastern part of Dawson county this season, Imving
disposed of his cows and calves, and all tlie other cattle
will be marketed. Mr. Wibaux will confine his stock
^

rbid., June 2, 1900.
Ibid., July 28, 1900.
Tbid., June 15, 1901.

^

Ibid., Hay 18, 1901.
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Interesfca to the northwestem part in the future,
where he has at present in the neighbophoâd of 10,000
Texas steers^**^
As he shlg^ped out a large m a ^ e r of cattle In the fall of
1901 and as later newspapers

fail to mention any

W stock

on the range

to the south of the Yellowstone, it may bo

sssuxaed tliat

1901 marked the end of operation of the W

Ean<^ on the

Little Missouri Slope.^

After closing o*it in that section Wibaux expanded
his herds

in the northwestern part of Dawson Coonty,

making use of the i*ange on both the Big Dry and Redwater
Creek.

He made his headquarters on the present site of

Ibid.. June 29, 1901The next issue makes a correction of this and states
that 330*1th sl3*ply became manager of the Wibaux interests,
that a large cattle conpany was being organized which would
run more cattle than ever before in the az^a, that v/ibaux
would remain the headquarters of the new corporation, and
that Pierre Wibaux would retain an interest in the cozzpany.
Later events Indicate the original item was closer to the
truth than the correction was.
17
Items in two other papers bear out this contention.
I^Ewaon County Review. Glendlve, Montana, Oct. 3, 1901.
**?ierre #lbaux WotirSC i3p this season* s shipisient of
cattle J^iday last, with the exception of a few carloads
that he la holding for the late is&rket. Thlà closes the
cattle Interests of Mr. Wibaux in the 1immediate vicinity
of Wibaux, S
The Billings (Montana) Gazette, April 25, 1902, noted
that the nuB&ier of cattle on the ranges of Eastern Montana
had increased to a larger mmdier than' at any time since the
1860* a, but that the day of the large outfit was past and
most of the cattle were by that time held by small owners
who had only a few hundred head and could corral their
herds ##sily. Pierre Wibaux*s outfit, the largest remaining
in that pawrt of the state, had been forced to move to the
Big Dry lediere it hoped to be able to reiaain a few years
longer, according to the Gazette, which forecast the fight
between sheepmen and settlers over the vacated land would
be a hot one but that its end was already in sight.
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'tb.e town of

mid

a z*aneïi 5Ln that limaedlate

TTlotnlty fEom a Taaeas outfit m m e d by Major Seth Mabray^^
In 1 ^ % he increased his herd

an additional 4,OCX) to

5j.000 Texas cattle vhieh were purchased by laclt Serapuys.^®
They ïHUSt have beeæi disposed o f shortly after this because
bis personal property tax in Dawson County d%%pp@d from
$1,900.32 in 1901 to $106.75 in 1902, and the former figure
was never again approached in spite of the fact that he
kept possession of a large part of the townsite of Wibaux»
which he purchased from Qua Grisy In 1886, until his death.^
The làat record of a shipment of W cattle, as found in The
Glandive Independcait. is dated August 12, 1905, so his
cattle holdings were probably closed out in that year.^^
Wibaux did not own any land in the area south of the
Yellowstone, witdi the exception of his town property emd
the 160 acres on which the White House was located, until
the present century.

In 1903, after the land was surveyed,

he bought for $35,597.52 approximately 36,000 acres from
the Horthweetem la^z-ovement GoB#az%y, a subsidiary of the
Northern Pacifie Hailroad.^^
^

This land was situated in

Omwford, o2 « cit ., p. 498.
%be Olendi'^ (Montana) Independent, April 12, 1902.

20 Ibid., Oct. 12# 1901, Nov. 8, 1902, Glmidive (Mon
tana) Times, ^ a n . 3, 1S86.
Olendjye (Montana) Independent, Aug. 12, 1905.
^

Kuhn,

OP.

cit., p. 160.

Ô5m

&

aa to give Wibaux effective control of tîio Beaver

Valley fVoia a point four miles nortii of Wibaux to a dis—
t^artee of twenty—six milos downstream.

In 1904 the ranch

was sold to the Calvin Imyestmmit Company of Miles City
at #16 per acre, and this firm leased it in 1905 to the
flbattx Baneh Shes^ Cea^paz^» which was coi^oaed of eastern
and local capitalists who plamied to stock the range with
large bands of s h e e p . T h i s

firm evidently did not pros

per and# on the death of the head of the Galvin Investment
Coi^any, the land next passed on to Thomas Mathews of Onmha^
Hebraoka.^'^

The p r o p e r ^ has since been broken up into

many holdings of a mich smaller acreage.
At its peak# which came in the 1890* s, the ]7 probably
owned about 65#000 cattle mad three hundred saddle horses.
In 1890 over 12# OCX) cattle were shipped.

Prom 10# COO to

12#000 calves were branded yearly in the early 1890*s.
During this period Wibaux employed at least twenty—five
men in the %msy season and tmi during the w i n t e r . T h e
W cattle covered a large territory# some of them drifting
as far south as looming and west to the Powder Elver.

At

^Zhe Glendive (Montana) Independent, March 4#
1905# Montana Bomese^ker# Helena#^ lik>ntaina. Sept.# 1906.
24 Kuhao^ og. cit.# p. 165.
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Kuhn, o^. cit.# pp. 161—2, Crawford, o^* cit.#
p. 498. C. 0- AnmBtz*ong was slightly more conservative
and placed the maximum number of cattle on the range at one
time as 40,000. At the other extreme is George Oaterhaut
who estimates Wibaux had as amny as 200,000 head on the
range at one time. Kuhn’s figure is probably the more
widely accepted*
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tlm# Twpm were eent into those areas and also as
Tar east as Crooked Greek and the Kllldeer Mountains, and
every one bronght baek W cattle*^
The closing of the operations of the W Ranch ended
one of the most interesting ^mpters In the history of the
range livestock industry in Baatern Montana.

Wibaux» s

developing business interests were undoubtedly a factor in
the disposal of the ranch properties, but more Important
was the flood of homesteaders which surged into Eastern
Montana and Western Morth Dakota in the first decade of
this century, and divided the land into geometric patterns
by the uae jof barbed wire.
^Millions of miles of shining metal threads
Cutting the plain in geometric lines.
Climbing aloft aiaong the mountain pines,
I show the way wiierever Progress treads.
”1'bound the cultivated fields of man.
Divide his cattle from the masterless,
I form a barrier to the wilderness;
I end that which has been since time begaui.
»*My barbed and twisted strands have marked the change
That c<H3S!is wh®i Nature pays the debt she owes.
1 whisper to each heedless wind that blows
The last low dirges of the open range.*27

C. O. Armstrong interview.
^

Elliott C. Lincoln* A Song of the -Vire Fence

(J o s v ^ Kinsey Howard, editor.^^ohtazijrTSa^ins^, a W Rà'vens
Yale university Press, 1946), p. 284.
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Mary Ellen Cooper, hotter known as Hellie, was the
daughter of an aristocratic ^igUah. family*

She may have

accpiired. much of her éducation In Prance as she was very
proficient in the use of both the French and English
iangoages.

She #et Pierre Wibaux while he was in England,

making a study of the textile industry, and they were mar
ried at Dover in Îlarch, 1884.

Shortly after this they came

to the Montana ranch where, until the V/hite House was

cokk

pleted, Mrs. Wibaux shared life with her husband in a log
cabin which had a sod roof.

And when finances proved to

be a pressing problem, just before the hard winter of 18868*7, Mrs. Wibaux dlsmissed her domestic help and did all the
work about the house herself, in spite of the fact that she
had been used to a life of ease before her marriage.
Although she was probably not beautiful, Mrs. Wibaux
had a regal bearing combined with a charm which made every
one wish to be of assistance to her-

It is said that the

cowboys in their spare time tried to be near her and always
stood ready to help her or to f i ^ t for her.
Mrs. Wibaux was a fine horsewoman and, as she loved
the outdoors, she was certain to be on hand if there was a
round-up in the vicinity.

There she would ride slowly

aroimd the herd and talk to each of the men whether she know
him or not, leaving the impression that she was interested
in his own personal welfare#
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In appearance Mrs. Wibaixx was tall and perfectly
proportioned, welghlz%g 160 1a> 170 pounds.

Her eoJ^l©3 cion

was dark, feer ©yes were black, and her hair is spoken of
as being of raven hue.

Her chin was square, her lips a

trifle full, her teeth perfect, and her nos© classically
Grecian, while her forehead was inasaive and somewhat pro—
tmdln^*

As she was decidedly Spanish in appearance and

spoke the language fluently, the question has arisen as to
whether or not she may have had some Spanish ancestors.
,.Mrs* Wlbaiuc*s personality combined an extreme quiet
ness, a fine sense of humor, a large aliar© of common sense,
and a great deal of personal charm.
One of the early ranchers of the area struck the
Wibaux log cabin unexpectedly while riding up Boaver Creek
in the winter of 1884-85 and knocked at the door with the
intention of asking about the road.

As the door opened

and Mrs. Wibaux stood before him he was so amased that he
found it diffieult to place bis question in words,

hater,

after he came to know Mrs. Wibaux, they often laughed over
ttie occurrence, and when aûie one© asked why he appeared so
upset h© told her, "It would surprise almost anybody to
find a rose growing in the Bad Lands in the middle of the
winter."^

J"-

Most of the above d©sci*iptlon of Mrs. Wibaux is
taken from Lincoln Lang* s interview by Hagedom. Lang was
an early rancher in the Bad Lands area* Other information
has come from interviews with Henry Smith, a Miles City,
Montana, jeweler who came to Montana in 1886, John Flinn,
Miles City, Montana, who worked for Wibaux in the State
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Fieï*re îWibaiJX waa ;also an unnsnally Fine lookdlng
person^ es|>eoia3.1y ivîieti lie was a yoimg imn.

His height

l^aa been estl&mted at

lô** to over 6*, his weight as

2?75 to over 200 pennd#.

He was exceptionally well built

and very athletic in appearance.

Pz*obably the varying

opinions in regard, to his height and weight arc due to
Wibamx* 8 very well proportioned body.

He was proficient

in feneing^ boxing, and other sports, and he feared no
man,^

He was exceptionally strong and could lift more

than any of his ©i^loyees.
Wibaux 8 complexion was medium or a trifle darker,
his hair was dark, and he had large, piercing, dark brown
Wyes.

When h© first arrived in Montana he wore a mustache

nAklch was cared for meticiilously— neatly trimmed and pointed
at both ends,

hater in life he dcvelopW a full beard.

He

was clean and neat in his personal appearance and liked to
keep well dressed.
Like most of his countrymen, Wibaux enjoyed his wine
and other alcoholic beverages, but he was careful as to whom
he drank with and he did net indulge to excess.

One of his

National Bank, and Jcdm Laugîilin, Miles City, Montana, also
an employee of the bank.
Mrs. Wibaux and Cyril returned to France, pTObably
about 1915, and nothing is known of them since that time.
^ The Marquis d© Mores once invited Wibaux to visit
him in his Medora chateau and while there asked l^ibaux to
fence with him. As Wibaux proved too proficient with the
foil the Marquis became angry and challenged him to f i ^ t
with sabres. Action was about to begin when the Marquise
stepped into the room and parted the two men. (Armstrong
interview. )
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favorite forms of <ii■version was to go from one saloon to
anotlier and shake dice for the drinks, while another was to
get a group of the hands in the billiard room at the White
Ikmae, have the servants bring in the drinks, and then
introduce the boxing gloves*

The Wibaux home was the center

of hospitality for the neigM>oring randhers and their hands,
and in his ranching days Wibaux was well liked and highly
regarded by all his as codâtes *
Like his wife, Wibaux also had a sense of humor*
Probably one of its crudemt fomns of expression occurred
when one of his brothers oame from Prance to visit him at
Wibaux*

Before the train bearing the brother arrived Wi

baux s^qproached some of the hands with the suggestion to
"amoke him up," but there is no record as to whether the
brother was Initiated to the West in this fashion.

Wibaux

also had exceHmit control of his temper and was seldom
seen angry*
Xkïlil» Mrs* Wibaux, Pierre considered himself to
be a real American*

He demonstrated this by taking out

his first naturalisation papers in Bismarck, North Dakota,
shortly after his arrival in the ranch country*
became a full citizen of the United States.

He later

Mrs. ./Ibaux

appears to have preferred Paris and there is no record of
any visit to this country by Mrs. Wibaux after her husband’s
estate was settled*
3 Wibaux will, office of County Clerk, Ouster County
Court House, Miles City, Montana, and File in the Hatter of
the Estate of Pierre Wibaux, Ho. 639, loo* cit.

71Aîlîîioiigih Wllmtuc; was very carelHil to figure to the
last cent In business transactions lie was likely to later
spend in entwptaiming the i^erson with whom he was dealing
all he had saved by his previous p a r s i m o n l o u s n e s s I t is
said that if he was short of rioney when he arrived in town
Wihaux would borrow, give his cos5 >anion half regardless of
the amount, and never charge for it^

C-- O- Arr.istrong told

of buying. In partnership with, a friend, a tear: of horses
for #150 with interest at fifteen per cent-

v/l>en the deal

was completed '%bauic tossed his poeketbook to Armstrong and
told him to take what lie needed*

Wibaux was probably gen-

erous to the point where generosity becomes a fault, as he
never prosecuted anyone who stole cattle from him.

It has

been said that as a result lie started more men in the
cattle business than aanyone else in Eastern

Montana. 4

That Wibaux was respected by his associates during
his ranching days is indicated by the positions he heldAt the meeting of stockmen from the east side of the Yellow
stone, which was held in Glendive on March 10, 1885, he was
elected as one of five delegates to confer with the conaait-

^ Interviews with Orgain, Osterhaut, Armstrong, Lang,
Lihen, Larson, and Lou Grill, editor of the Miles City (Mon
tana) Star.
Sanders, o p . cit., p. 1251, gives Wibaux credit for
important charitable work in Prance.
“He is the promoter of the free distribution of pure
milk through model farms, the free inspection of chil
dren. Through his initiative the good work has spread
all over his native land, saving thousands of babies. •
Ten years ago the French gevemmwit in appreciation of
his good work at home and of his influence abroad made
Ifir- Wibaux a memdaer of its Legion of Honor.
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tees at Medex*a and Miles City so that the yearly roimd—ups
might he hetter coordinated-^

As the atteirçjted organization

of this group failed #ihaux joined the Montana Stockgrowers*
Association, attended its meeting at Miles City in 1886, and
was chosen a captain of the round-up for District 7, a posi
tion which he held until 1893 when he became a meinber of the
executive committee as a representative from Dawson CountyAfter he moved to Miles City he served as a member of the
committee from Custer County.®
In 1894 Wibaux was suggested as the Populist candi
date for state representative from Dawson County and the
Glendive paper, H^ublican in sympathy, corrmiented that "The
IKDhPKHDKNT can only say in this connection that if the
Republican is beaten in the free for all race Mr. 7/ibaux
will be a creditable winner-"*^
of

There is no record, however,

ibaux showing any interest in politics or attending any

of the political conventions*
Probably the best testiiaony to the popularity of
Pierre Wibaux was the effort of his neighbors in Eastern
Montana to change the name of the town of Mingus ville to
Wibaux*

The first settl^mnt was ïmde in 1881, the year

before the Northern Pacific Railroad entered Montana, and
was called Keith.

ïftien the railroad reached this point its

station was named McClellan, although the post office

^ The Glendive (îâontana) Independent, March 14, 1885Proceedii%s of the Montana Stookgrowers' Association,
Miles City, Montana, April 1-20, 1886, pp* 89-102.
^ The Glendive (Montana) Independent, Aug- 4, 1894.
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ronaliîod. Keltti.

2n 1892 tïie naïae of the station was changed

to Tilly, and so It remained nntll all evidence of a settle
ment had disappeared by 1900.

These names all applied to

an area about one mile east of the present Wibaux depot.
In the meantime a new vlllar;e had been started about
one—fourth mile east of the railroad bridge over Beaver
Greek-

Tb.ei‘o was no post office here but the ivorthem Pa—

elflo established a station which was named Beaver-

In

April, 1884, this name was changed to Mlncrisville in honor
of Min and ©us ©rlsy, and In August of the same year the
post office was moved from Keith to the new town, and Grlsy
beoame the first postmaster-

At about the same tiras the

depot and the residents of the village moved to the west
side of t^îo creek, the aroa which has become the per
manent towns its. But Illngusville was not a popular nameIt was too easily coriHqjted into "Dingusville, ' suggesting
"any old thing,” and a few years later, with Min and ©us
©risy gone and forgottdn, the citizens began a-j-itatlon to
secure a new name for their town-

A petition to the Montana

State Leglslatui»© was started in 1895, and in a short time
over 260 signatures of the residents of Beaver Valley had
been secured.

Sarly in 1895 the change in names was recog

nized by the Post Office Department and the Northern Pacific
Railroad, and the town was officially named for the man who
had been its greatest benefactor.®

^ Ibid., 3 ^ t . 30, 1693**Th© citizens of Minguevillo are petitioning the
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Wll>au2 t does not seem, to îiav© been as popular in
Miles Olty as lie bad been In the Beaver Valley.

As a ran—

cber be bad been well llkred because be bad learned tbe
business tbe bard way:

by riding In all types of weatber,

by taking part In tbe round—

by making a study of con

ditions In tbe Cbleago stockyards.

II© was recognized by

bis neigbbors as an authority on buying, feeding, shipping,
and marketing cattlLo.

In Miles City Wibaux was regarded

as a newcomer to financial circles whose banlc account bad
been tbe magic key to admittance.

He bad bad no banking

e x p e r i e n c e T h o s e with whom be became closely associated
learned to respect and value his opinions and ultimately
developed a personal liking for him.

Others considered him

Legislature of the State of liontana to have tbe name of
Mlnguavl 11 e changed to that of V/Ibaux, tbe founder and
towns 1te owner, ilr. Wibaux, is also tbe largest cattle
grower in Dawson county, and Is an enterprising man and
will do more for the town and surrounding country than
any other man c#Uld do. The petition of tbe citizens
should bo granted without delay."
Ibid., Hov. 4, 1893.
**The petition for changing the name of Mingus ville
to that of Wibaux, now has over 260 signatures- Every
person up and down the Beaver valley have signed it,
and all strongly favor the change in name."
Ibid., 'lay 12, 1894.
""TE© name of the town will be changed to Wibaux as
soon as the station Is r©christened by the railroad
ooegpary, which will be soon."
Ibid., Mar. 30, 1895.
"WÏB'AHX has at last been recognized by both the post
office deportmMit and the z*ailroad* Thus dies the old
town of Mingus ville and it will be Imown no more. . . .
She father of the town, Pierre î^lbaux . . . can be counted
on to do bis share to advance tbe interests of wibaux."
^ Wibaux* s Investments and financial interests aire the
subject of a later chapter-
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to "bo ft trlflft -conceited and felt that he dldn^t care to
associate with those outside his special group of friends.^®
One of Wlhaux*a greatewt strengths was his ability
to ip^lck capable men and delegate responsibility to them..
During his ranching period, which lasted about twenty-three
years. Wibaux had only four f o r e m e n . A l l were exception*’
)'
ally capable and Wibaux, who left

th e

range almost every

winter, turned the management of the ranch entirely to them
dur 1%% his absence.

In the latter 1890» s he selected Jack

Serruyo as his private secretary and sent him to Texas each
winter to purchase stock which was later fed on Wibaux* s
range.

C. W. Butler, who had been en^ioyed previously at

a Glendive bank, was hired by Wibaux in 1899 to serve as
cashier at

th e

State National Bank in %iles C l t y . ^

The

management of the bank was turned almost completely to liim
in later years, and Wibaux had such complete confidence in
him that Butler was named in the will as admlnlstrator of
Interviews with Henry Smith, John Flinn, John
Lftughlin, Lou Grill, and Archie Harris, Secretary of the
Miles City Club, of which Wibaux w a s a member for many
years»
11
The foremen were Ole Berg, 1883-85, Sid Tarbell,
1885—88, C. O. Amastrong, 1888-89, and J. B. (Ben) Lawlls,
1889 to the elosa of the ranching interests.
Berg quit because of a misunderstanding with the
**Stranglera, " a vigilance group| Tarbell died of blood
poisoning which resulted from a broken arm; and Armstrong
quit after a dispute over the removal of some men, Wibaux
Insisting they snould be droi^jed as they were not needed
during the winter months while Amatrong maintained they
had worked faithfully dui*ing the most difficult season and
should be cainrled to ^rlng«
(Armstrong and Orgain interviews- )
^

The Glendive (Montana) Independent, Deo. 30, 1899.
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the Wlhaux estate.^^
Wibaux ha<i a trace of egotism^ althou^i this trait
did not beoome prominent until after tils removal to Tîilos
City.

On one of tila visits in Paris tie hired a sculptor

named. Octobre to make a small statue, about ttroe feet in
lxei£'tit, of hirsi.^^

Ttiis, along witli a bust and an enlarged

amd framed photograph of Wibaux on his favorite horse, oc
cupied a prominent place in the State I'ational Baiilc where
all patrons could see i t A b o v e

the entrance to the old

bank building can still be seen a large scale model of
Wibaux’3 signature written in his own inirdtable manner.
In his wl3.1, ?/ibaux requested that if the people of
the town of Wibaux wore willing a bronze statue of himself
as a GoWboy, enlarged to twice his natural size and set
upon a suitable pedestal, sliould be placed upon high ground,
facing the site, of the old W Ranch, and his ashes should be
deposited beneath i t . ^
It has been said that Jibaux used his influence and
his money to change the name of Mingusville to wibaux.
13 John Lau^ilin Interview, the V/ibaux will, o£^. cit.
14
Letter of C.V/. Butler in Collections of Historical
Society of Montana, Capitol Building, Helena, Montana.
15

John Laughlin interview.

^ Wibaux will, op- cit. The Butler letter, o£. cit.,
states the small statue was sent to Chicago and the enlarge
ment was made by Lorado Taft. The monument is a prominent
landmark on the high ground just to the west of Wibaux. The
two small figures were willed to nephews, Daniel and Noel
Wibaux.
Ju<^e Loud, of the Seventh Judicial District, in
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petitions requesting the change^ however, indicate it
was made witli the approval of the citizens.
The statements of Vibaux* s cont«BÇ>oraries indicate
emaplete agreement regardii^ Wibaux*s honesty.

There is

no record of any shady dealings in which he had a part.
Eis business was conducted entirely in an open manner, and
no atteints were made to give anyone the short end of a
deal.

The general opinion was best expressed by a pioneer

who at various tinges served as sheriff, under sheriff, and
county cotmiissloner of Dawson County^ “Pierre ivibaux was
just too big for any underhanded

w o r k .

“3.8

Ho article written about Pierre Wibaux would be com
plete without a statement regarding his religious beliefs.
Wibaux has usually been tliought of as an Infidel, primarily
because of his request that his body be cremated and also
because he never attended church services.
C.

W. Butler, who accompanied Wibaux on his trip t

Chicago where he went for medical attesition in 1913, was
told by the liospltal staff that V/ibaux could not live much
longer*

On hi# return to Miles City, Butler succeeded in

getting Father O* Carroll, who had been a frequent companion
of V/ibaux*s on horseback rides, to go to Chicago for the
purpose of talking to Wllmux about the hereafter-

Father

conversation with L. G. Paltcriiyer, long time official of
Dawson and Wibaux Counties. The Judge stated that Wibaux
asked him what it would cost to change the name to Tlbaux.
On being told it could be done for $1,000, Wibaux immediat
e l y wrote a check.
The Judge added that one letter to
Senator Carter brought the change in names.
Is Andrew Larson interview.
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O'CarroUL, wîxo was aura the trip was hopeless before he
went, told the slek raan that this lif e is-fleeting while
otenalty is long, that he might die and should consider
his sonl.

Wibanz* a response was that he had not considered

those things while living, and he preferred to die as he
had lived.
Wihanz stated his religions beliefs and his code for
living very clearly in his last will and testament.
have given the important matters of life and
death and th^ir consequences a great deal of thought.
If as I believe death is the end of all things for me,
I shall be glad to rest, forget and waive all respon
sibilities. If as I hope there is a hereafter I have
no fear as I have tried hard to follow the right path
regardless of consequences, and honestly believe I
have been jnat and right according to the best of my
Imowledge and understanding. If at times I may have
unwittingly caused any body trouble I sincerely regret
it.
"life with some object in si(^t, some purpose to
fulfill is good to live, but it is not a joke, it is a
very serious matter. As an atom in the universe I
have played my part and would not care to live my life
over again, however, had I an opportunity to do so, I
would try to do better and accompli sii greater things.
*

*

#

”‘
iVhen death lays her hand on ne I will face her
like a man and I hope to œntertain no bitter feelings.
Then if some part of By being is still conscious when
this document comes to li^t, the best of me will re
main with isy son, the friends I Imve dearly loved and
my imflnished work.**^
The people of Eastern Montana and Western Horth
Dakota were shocked to hear of Pierre Wibaux* s death in
St. huke’s Hospital, Chicago, Illinois, on March 21, 1913.

W. P. Flirm interview. Flinn was editor of the
Miles City (Montauia) Star and a close friend of Father
Ô*Carroll.
Wibaux will, o^- cit.
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word#

©T one of Wibaux’s foremen probably best express

fche sentiment t&ist existed toward Wibaux in the state line
area, espeolally amont those who had served as an eE5 >loyoe.
*#here never was but one Pierre Wibaux and I think
that the world was imch better by having him live in
it and we lost a real man and a perfect gentleman when
hé left u# and there is no other that can fill his
place "and may his soul rest in peace, hi* memory will
elmaye live with these like myself that knew him as
he was***^i
—

Armstrong
, op. cit. This tribute was
paid by the foreman w m left Wibaux’s ®s^loy after the
dispute over retaining cow hands over the blnter months.
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articles written about Wibaux before bis
deatli apeak of bis property in Prance, Hexico, California,
Texas, tbe Klondike, and many other areas, tbe appraisal of
bis property wbicb was made after bis death shows his only
real estate outside Montana consisted of the Clover Leaf
Mine in tlw Black Hills of South Dakota.
Tbe largest single item among Wibaux* s assets con
sisted of 958 shares in the State National Bank of Miles
City, Montana, which were valued at $350 each-

This bank

was organized in 1895 with Wibaux as a member of the Board
of Directors and vice president.^

In 1897 be was elected

president of the institution, wbicb at that time had a cap
ital of #80,000 and average deposits of #375,000

In 1902

Wibaux built tbe Wibaux Block, and tbe bank was moved from
its old home in tbe Coggi^hall Block to tlie beautiful quar
ters in tbe new building.^

At tbe time of his death Wibaux

owned 95^ of tbe stock and this, together with tbe building
and the lots on which it was located, was appraised at
nearly #400,000.^
^ Dawson County Review, Glendive, Montana, March 28,
1915.
g

Hie Glendive (Montana) Independent, Feb. 27, 1897.

^ Dawson County Review, Glendive, Montana, March 28,

1915, Miles' City»jiMontana)' Daily Star, Mar. 22, 1913.
4
Jolm Flinn interview. Wibaux will, op. cit.
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Anothey plee# of i^popeyty which Wibaux owned was the
potentlally $mofltable Clover Leaf lllne at Ro^ibaix, near
Deadwood, South Dakota*^

Wibaux became interested in this

property, which was formerly known as the Uncle Sam Mine,
in 189*7 and was able to purchase it quite cheaply ar its
operation had become very expensive and it was not producing
much mineral wealth.®

Wibaux placed in charge of the mine a

man by the name of Treweek, who for eighteen years had managed
the Homestako Mines, and as a result the reputation of the
Clover Leaf advanced.*^

The development of the mine showed

that gold was present in quantity but a heavy flow of arte
sian water flooded the underground workings.

As a result

Wibaux, who felt he was too old to undertake tlie laborioua
and costly project of constructing tunnels to drain out the
water, decided to seal the mine.®

Vvibaux *s heirs later made

an agreement regarding the mine with the Anaconda Mining
Coa^any but any atteg^ted operations were evidently unsuc
cessful, as In 19^42 Lawrence County, South Dakota, took tax
deed to the property for delinquent taxes and it was sold
to Pred M* Heausaw and C. H* Black.®
A third major item in the property of Pierre Wibaux

^ Houbaix was named in honor of Houbaix, France, the
home city of the W^ibaux family.
6

The Yellows tone Journal, Miles City, Montana,
dept. 27,
kuhn, op. cltTT pp. 165-66.
*7 The Yellowstone Journal, Miles City, Montana,
Sept. 27,'TE§lG0G%
® John Laughlin interview and Robert Lowry interview.
® Letter from Milton A. Williams, Register of Deeds,
Dakota, July 11, 1950.
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###'

la t&i# Aioex*iean Bankers Insur*ance Goiq^any

of GBloagOy vaiued at $3.0 #aoti.

Wlba\ix was on© of tlie

h#awle#t stoekîiolders In this coEjpany, a me^ùmr of its
Boayd of Dinoctons, and a riioEher of th© Advisoi^ Board
for the state of Montana.^®
The fourth mmjor group of properties as listed hy
the appraisers consisted of ahout 225 lots in Wibaux* s
First Addition to Wibaux and about sevcnty-four acres of
land adjoining this.
#23^ $58.^3.

The value of this land was placed at

T he total value of the Wibaux estate^ as appraised by

J. B. Collins, VÏ, B. Bolt, and Thomas Shore, was #515,414.94.
Between the date of the o r d o T adndtting the will to probate
and appointing the executor, April 22, 1913, and the order
of final discharge of the executor, Feb. 2, 1915, over
$100,000 in dividends, interest, and rent was added to the
estate.

T im liabilities amounted to about $5,800.^

Fierro l^ibaux* s will is &. doc\^ent of about 2,000
words and contains his philosophy of life as well as direc
tions for dispoeal of his property.

The main provisions may

be summarised as follows*
First.

Wibaux's body was to be cremated and the

ashed placed u#der a bronse statue representing him as a
Banders, op* cit.. p. 1251.
File in the Matter of the 2Sstate of Pierre aibaux,
o p . sit.» Dooum^t 12.
12
Ibid., Documents 16, 27, 53, 58.
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.

cowlïojr, the stattœ to "b© plaeecl In the attitude of looking
over the site of the W Ranch.
Second.

The ©xec\itor vras to pay all expenses of the

last Illness and other just debts as soon as sufficient
funds were available.
Third.

A gift of î^lO^OOO was made to I111os City for

the purchase of land for a public park which was to be
maintained at public expense.
Fourth•

A gift of ^20,000 was made to C. Y. Butler

of Miles City as trustee, the money was to be invested and
both the principal and interest were to be paid to IVlbaux* s
nephew, %oel Wibaux, on his attaining his twenty-fifth birth
day or on his ma:ihriage.

If he should die previous to receiv

ing the b®<juest it was to go to his father, Rene Wibaux, or
if he should also be dead the money v;as to revert to the
residuary estate.
Fifth.

A gift of $20,(X)0 was made to C. W, Butler

on b ^ m l f of Daniel Wibaux or, on his death, to his father,
Joseph Wibaux, the terms being the same as above.
Sixth. Provision was made for gifts of $1,000 to
'j
:
$10,000 to the e w p lo y œ B of the State National Banî% pro
viding they were still working for the bank at the time of
Wibaux’s d#ath.
Sevmith and eighth.

Gifts of ten shares of stock in

the State National Bar^ were made to G, W, Butler and John
E. do Carle, both of Miles City.
Ninth.

Wibaux* s saddle horse and all the contents of

84.
the stable in Miles Gity were willed to Fatlier J. J. 0*Car3^11 of Miles City, the horse to be îdlled in soiue huxasne
laanner if he did m >t care to keep him.
dentil.

All clothing in the apartments at the rear

of the State national Bank were given to Henry Donahue pi*o—
viding he was still in Wibauac* s en^loy at the time of Wl—
haux’s death, but otherwise they were to go to the Salva
tion
Eleventh.

Tht% contents of the wine cellar under the

apartment were given to Wibaux* s friends in the Bachelor* a
Mess.^^
Twelfth.

The two nephews, Daniel and Noel Wibaux,

were each given a bronze statue of Wibaux as a cowbow.
Thirteenth.

All of the personal jewels were willed

to Pierre Wibaux*a son, Cyril*
Fourteenth.

All residue of the estate was to be even

ly divided betweem Mrs* Wibaux and Cyril or, if I5rs. Wibaux
aâaould die before Piexve, all was to belong to Cyril.
Fifteenth.

C. W. Butlw* was mased executor of the

will and all former wills or t^tasaentary dispositions pre
viously made were declared void.^^
The will was made and signed on January 8, 1912, and

13
The Bachelor* s Mess was the name of the grou#
of men which customarily dined at the Miles City Club.
14

Wibaux will, c^. cit.
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Piorx** Wib®ux died on March 2 1 , 1913, In St. Lnke* 8 Eospltal, Chicago, Illinois, of carclnoiaa of the liver.^

15

Miles CIt?,(Montana) i^lly Star, Mar. 2 2 , 1913.

c h a p t :^

XII.

COÎÏCLUSIOU
Mrs. Wlb&oz axid Cyril arrived in Wibaiax, Montana,
in April, 1913, tbe

following Pierre *s deatb, to

select a site for tbe statn© designated in tbe will.^

Of

tbe two spots tender consideration, one on tbe flat near
tbe Catbolic Cîmrcb and tbe otber on tbe bill about a baif
mile west of t W town, tbe latter was chosen#
Tbe monument was erected in 1914 with tbe nine foot
bronae statue depicting Wibaux in cowboy garb, bolding his
rifle in one band and-field glasses in the otber, being
placed on a fourteen foot granite base.

Tbe lower part of

this base is medium gray in color while tbe top layer of
granite is much lighter, almost wbite.^

Situated as it is,

on a bill looking ZK^rtbward over that part of the Beaver
Valley which was once the home of the W Ranch,
**tbe wind and storms of coming years will descend
with fury from the
bills on either sideand beat
a^in a t tbe statue
as if it would wash away from that
lonely spot the beautiful work that tbe trained hand
of the sculptor had f ashioned* But as a sex^lance to
the man for whom it was erected the cbaï^oter of that
granite rock will not be dbanged by thebeat of the
noonday sun or the
wrath of tlie howlingtensest but
likened unto the ewmory of bin it will stand for centuries«"S
X

Wibaux (Montana) Pioneer, April 25, 1913.

o

Although the will stated tbe statue of Wibaux was
to be twice life size, tbe figure as it stands is approxi
mately nine feet.,
Bxcer]^ from tbe Beach (North Dakota) Advance as
quoted in the Wibaux (Montana ) Pioneer. July lO, l914.
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Pierre Wlbawx l l ^ d Inthe state lino area at a
tlîoe when hardships and other existing conditions

x^.de it

possible for only the strongest of men to endure; at a
tiiT» when civil lew was almost ttoknowni at a time when only
best nnem won in the stnggle for exiatmice.

Pierre

Wibaux lived to see the dawn of civilisation pass over this
area as the large territory sftiich was once controlled by
the wandering cowboy and the ranch owner for whom he worked
passed into the hands of the farmers*

He saw towns grow up

with scdioolQ and churches to replace the earlier villages
idiich could boast only of their general stores and saloons.
Today the Cattle King* s statue still stands on the
hill a short distance west of the town of Wibaux.

A few

hundred yards to his rear is the Wibaux Cemetery where
many of the pioneers who knew
tWcing their well-earned rest.

him in liis ranchingdaysare
To his left lies rolling

land which is broken with fields of small grains separated
tifsm . each other by barbed wire fences.

To his ri#it lies

the town which was renamed in his honor# but its streets
are now lined with automobiles instead of hitching racks
and saddle pomies as they were in Wibaux* a day *

Flank

sidmrfitlks have been ri^l&ced by concrete# and the principal
streets# from which horses* hooves once raised a cloud of
dust# have now been oiled*

Kerosene lai^s which once
b -.
li{d*ted the town at ni^it have been replaced with electric-^
ity# and neon signs add a sj^aah of color to the business
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section wHen dixsk settles over tlie prairie.

The old lig-

rilte—l m m i n g locoiBotlves v/hlcli used to labor heavily as
t h ^ strained to haul a string of loaded freight cars out
of the valley and over Beaver Hill have been replaced by
sleek diesels which quietly mid effortlessly pull a train
twice as long over the divide which separates the drainage
basin of the little Missouri River from the Yellowstone*
And as he looks ahead,

toward the north, out over

the

valley he loved so well, he sees a stream of automobiles
glide by on tJ. S. Highway 10 which lies about a half mile
away.

Even the use of the binoculars which he holds would

probably never reveal fifty head of cattle at one time
with the exception of the shipping season in the fall when
small groups of stock are brought to Wibaux to be shipped
from the remains of the saisie yaivie into which the W stock
was driven when it was in marketable condition*
Eastern Montana has undergone a great change since
Wibaux sold out his interests in the Beaver Valley.

The

rancher was <ap®wdod out by the homesteader who, due to
periods of adverse conditions for profitable farming, has
in turn been replaced by the large scale farmer*

The fence

has divided the open range*
"The passing of Pierre Wibaux removes one of the most
conspicuous characters of eastern Montana ranch life*
He braved all the hardships of the early day stockman
and won his way to the top by hard work suid indominable
perseverance. The town which bears his name and the
home of the State National Bank In Miles Gity are raonu%menta of his industry that will always refresh our
memory of the greatness of the man* **4

* l^awson County R e v i ^ . Glendive, Montana, Mar* 28, 1913,

I
stone barn on
Note chimney on
This is the south
Photographed in

tbe W Ranch..
slope of roof.
end of the barn.
August, 1949.

North end of the barn.
Built in 1884, this has been called
the first stone barn
erected in the Northwestern range country.

E
T r lo town house aâ It looks today.

m

Park” showing the grove of trees
tranfl^Xanted by Wibaux in 1G96.

i/ibaux I.ialn Street on a Sunday afternoon.
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